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Water Is Life
Rebecca Lilly Segura

Cover Page Art
Scene from an Ordinary Life

20" x 16", collaged cotton fabric, machine- and hand-stitched
by Rebecca Lilly Segura
Rebecca Lilly Segura received her BA in Art in 1986
from the University of Hawaii
at Manoa, concentrating in photography and screen printing.
Since then, her art has evolved,
moving into a medium she has
found fascinating since childhood: quilts. She is best known
for her small quilts depicting
animals or human figures in
snapshot-like
compositions.
Segura has participated in local
and international exhibits with
her most recent work, Scene
from an Ordinary Life, being juried into and winning an award
at the Houston International Quilt Festival exhibit (2017). Segura
moved to the San Antonio area in 2014 and enjoys working as a
full-time textile artist. Her work is included in private collections,
and she is an active member of the Fiber Artists of San Antonio
and the International Quilt Association.

Artist Statement
Fiber art can take many forms. The medium I choose to explore is
quilted textiles. Our foremothers made utilitarian quilts that reflected the times in which they lived, using whatever cloth was available to them. My contemporary art quilts have a connecting thread
to my grandmother’s quilts in that they honor old traditions such
as layering and stitching, but they reflect our own time and place
through technology available to today’s textile artist. My grandmother cut her templates from newspaper. I start with a photograph
and break it down into shapes that can be translated into a pictorial
quilt top using cloth and thread as my palette. My art quilts are too
small to sleep under, but at the most basic level, they are quilts.
Influenced by Normal Rockwell’s covers for The Saturday
Evening Post, my most recent work has evolved into a representation
of a “moment in time” rather like a snapshot. This format entices
viewers to bring their own narratives to the image. This became very
clear to me as I worked on Scene from an Ordinary Life. Events like
the one depicted in this quilt occur throughout the world every day;
special moments like this give our lives meaning. Rich or poor, short
or tall, no matter our race, religion, or nationality, we all cherish
moments like this. They make our lives worthwhile and connect us
all as humankind. Even in my animal quilts, I strive to make that
emotional connection directly with the viewer. Del and DaisyMae
(p. 44) are an adorable chicken couple. My direction in making
this snapshot quilt was first to bring a smile to the face of anyone
who looked at it, but further, I wanted viewers to connect with Del
emotionally: is he mad? Is he being protective of DaisyMae? Or is
he just a mean rooster? The answer will be different for everyone.
At Voices de la Luna, we believe that poetry heals and arts
advance the quality of life.
Themes for future issues of Voices de la Luna:
May: San Antonio’s Tricentennial
August: Public Art

Editor’s Note
James R. Adair

Families come in many sizes and
configurations. Households headed
by two parents (opposite-sex or
same-sex), single-parent households,
nuclear families, extended families—
these are just a few of many types of
families that surround us. I’m always
amused by those who proclaim
that one particular type of family
configuration is “correct” or “best” or
“divinely ordained.” As a scholar of
religion myself, I sometimes wonder
which holy books these people have
been reading. The Bible is filled with examples of polygamy,
divorces, arranged marriages, marriages for love, exploitative
marriages, households with adopted children, and more.
Other religious traditions similarly portray a variety of family
configurations, often including animals, family members who
have already departed from the present life, and even examples
of families with both human and divine members. Many of these
different family models—and others—flourish in today’s world.
From a modern perspective, the thing that all happy families have
in common (to expand on Tolstoy) is that they are held together
by bonds of love, respect, and compassion.
This issue of Voices de la Luna features many prose, poetry,
and visual art pieces that focus on the notion of family, its
accomplishments, struggles, joys, and sorrows. We start with our
cover art, a quilt by Rebecca Lilly Segura entitled Scene from
an Ordinary Life. Sticking with the visual arts, Voices is pleased
to introduce a new feature called Artist Spotlight, which focuses
on an up-and-coming local artist. Our inaugural Spotlight artist
is Edith Ann Cantu, an artist whose favored medium is chalk
pastels, in part because of their vibrant color.
Lahab Assef Al-Jundi, a native of Syria, came to the U.S. as a
young man to study engineering, and he spent his career in his
chosen field. Along the way, however, he discovered a love of
poetry and the written word. Author of several books of poetry,
al-Jundi is our featured poet for the February issue. His poems
often deal with family interrelationships, with science, and with
politics. The ongoing civil war in his homeland influences many
of his poems.
Carol Coffee Reposa, the current Texas Poet Laureate,
interviews writer, critic, and educator Wallis Sanborn. A respected
literary critic, Sanborn has focused much of his academic career
on the work of Cormac McCarthy, but he is an accomplished
author and poet in his own right.
The pages of this issue bulge with the contributions of other
authors and poets, some well-known—Norma E. Cantú, Vince
Gotera, Robert Flynn, and Jim Daniels, among others—and some
just beginning their writing careers, including students from local
universities.
One of my favorite movie quotes concerns the vital importance
of family to personal wellbeing, spoken by Stitch, a space alien
who has discovered love in an unusual place, a mosquito-infested
planet called earth. “This is my family. I found it all on my own.
It is little, and broken, but still good. Yeah, still good.” Ohana,
my friends!
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Featured Poet:
Lahab Assef Al-Jundi
Just One?
I.
Come on, Father. Just one Son?
In more than two thousand years!
Could You please send more?
We need all the Sons and Daughters
You can send this way.
By the way, all your purported miracles,
I do not believe.
And You, mythical figure born
of primitive imaginations,
I do not believe You exist either.
II.
I do want to know, before the time comes
to cross back, what form or fashion
I will find myself in?
Who will take me by my ethereal hand
to reacquaint me with home?
Will I find a real God there?
One who has already answered my plea.
Sent millions of Sons and Daughters
to help our world!

New Year
I resolve to live the rest of this life on the moon.
To make my home in one of its small craters
where I can watch Earth rise
and set in sheer blue-emerald splendor.
Where I can clearly see that those climbing Everest
aren’t climbing much of anything
and those going faster than the speed of sound
aren’t going anywhere at all.
And when lovers gaze in my direction
luminous beams will arc across the heavens—
Spirits wheeling higher and higher
till the whole universe rests at our feet.
4
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Never about Words
Well, now, mama,
you and dad are together,
again.
Perhaps now, mama,
you two will finally have the chance to decipher
why your deep passion for each other turned
turbulent.
Why, after six children,
bitterness replaced adoration!
I never doubted
how intensely, madly, you loved each other
to the very ends of your lives.
Perhaps now,
perhaps now, mama, he will write you
the kind of love poems you wished he wrote?
Poems free of wounded visions.
And you, mama, will dance,
will freely dance,
no longer haunted by memories
that pained your beautiful soul.
Nothing is lost, or ever wasted.
It is just that one lifetime
may not always be enough!
How does it feel to fly, mama?
To fully forgive?
To know, without seeking?
To undyingly heal?
So long, for now, mama.
So long…

Army Boots
For my mother

My mother did wear army boots.
A few days into war.
Syrian military on the run.
Golan Heights lost.
Napalm. Advancing tanks.
Damascus within range of enemy guns.
Cool June evening in the neighborhood.
Radios blaring patriotic songs and bad news.
Government orders:
All high school students report at once.
The mission:
Defense of the city.
As I got dressed, I thought about my school friends
looking like mock soldiers
in compulsory military uniforms—
Once a week militia training was a welcome chance
to skip class.
Not this!
Who would have thought!
She stood in the hallway by the kitchen,
in her pink and white house robe,
blocking the front door.
Arms crossed, eyes determined,
feet firmly planted
in my black army boots!
She did not want me to go.
Was not about to let me have them.
Outside-lights forbidden.
Young ghosts gathered in the school yard.
Aging army officer, silhouetted
against deceptively calm sky,
spoke:
It was foolish to call you all like this.
A single bomb now would take all of us.
I stood in the darkness smiling to myself,
looking at the moon,
wiggling my toes in an old pair of sneakers.

Layers
If you pursue Quantum Mechanics
it spirits you
to the infinitesimally small.
No matter
how micro-minuscule that realm,
it is our in-side!
Passageways to invisible dimensions.
Myriad comings and goings.
Caravans of insights.
Bandits shrouded in shadows.
It is a mirror
reflecting, in reverse proportions,
the gigantic universe around us
where we, in comparison, become
the Quantum dimension
for some massively larger
intelligence!
That is the physics of it.
But irrespective of which layer
we straddle,
what we perceive is nothing
but a glimpse of our own
sublime reality!

Lahab Assef Al-Jundi was born and raised in Damascus, Syria. He
moved to the U.S. and attended The University of Texas at Austin,
where he graduated with a degree in electrical engineering. Not
long after graduation, he discovered his passion for writing, and he
published his first collection, A Long Way, in 1985. His poetry has
appeared in numerous literary publications and anthologies including In These Latitudes: Ten Contemporary Poets, edited by Robert
Bonazzi, Inclined to Speak: An Anthology of Contemporary Arab
American Poetry, edited by
Hayan Charara, and Between
Heaven and Texas, edited by
Naomi Shihab Nye. His poems were selected in 2009 and
2010 by The Poetry Society of
America for display on Dallas’
DART trains (Poetry In Motion
Program), and on San Antonio’s
VIA Transit System buses (Poetry on the Move program). His
latest poetry collection, No Faith
At All, was published in 2014 by
Pecan Grove Press. He lives in
San Antonio, Texas.
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Featured Interview:
Wallis Sanborn
Questions for Wallis Sanborn
Interview by Carol Coffee Reposa

A former Marine Corps reservist
and professional diver, Wallis R.
Sanborn III holds a Ph.D. from
Texas Tech and currently teaches
at Our Lady of the Lake University,
having served as well on the
faculties of Angelo State University,
Oregon State University, and The
University of Texas of the Permian
Basin. He is the author of Animals
in the Fiction of Cormac McCarthy
(2006) and The American Novel
of War: A Critical Analysis and
Classification System (2012), and editor of The Klondike Stampede
(2017). His work has appeared in They Rode On: Blood Meridian and the
Tragedy of the American West, Gale’s Contemporary Literary Criticism,
Harold Bloom’s Modern Critical Views, The Cormac McCarthy Journal,
Southwestern American Literature, Texas Books in Review, and Iron
Horse Literary Review.

Carol Coffee Reposa: You served for six years as a U.S. Marine Corps reservist. What life lessons did you extract from
that experience? How did your military career influence your
writing?
Wallis Sanborn: Well, anyone who is a Marine might immediately say self-discipline is intrinsic to the Marine Corps experience.
Sometimes, self-discipline is merely doing that which you might
not want to do when you have to do it. The Marine Corps teaches
one this skill… if he or she did not possess such at the time of
entrance into boot camp. A sense of pride, a sense of service, that
comes into it, too, but I must say that so many more have done so
much more than I. I made NCO, and I earned an honorable discharge, but I did not see combat and was not deployed overseas.
I am proud of what I did, but I never forget, not for a second, that
the burden of many other men and women in uniform, before and
after my service, was much, much greater than my own.
I also think, because my father was a Marine too, and his father
a Seabee (Construction Battalion—Navy), and my maternal
grandfather an Army vet, that I have always been, through
familial osmosis, interested in military literature, both as written
history and memoir and as written creative work—prose, poetry,
and drama. I am still very interested in how the military and war
are presented in literary forms, hence my American Novel of War
text. I think that whenever one has worn a uniform, be it in the
military, as a first responder, in the medical field, in any field in
which most “civilians” do not participate, and when that person
is a reader, that person gravitates towards writings in that field,
looking for truth, looking for accuracy in the literature, and I
think that is perhaps some of my interest.
What initially drew you to the study of Cormac McCarthy?
The work that resulted from your research, Animals in the
Fiction of Cormack McCarthy, strikes me as a very ambitious
6
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project, all 190 pages of it. When did you begin this book?
How long did it take to finish the project?
As a graduate student, I read All the Pretty Horses and then
Blood Meridian or the Evening Redness in the West, and I could
not stop reading McCarthy. At the time, he had published eight
novels. I read the other six and felt a deep desire to articulate
something about the works, but I did not know how to do so.
My goal, initially, was to pursue a master’s in creative writing
at Texas Tech, but I changed my focus to American literature,
in part because a faculty member said that, as a poet, I was
“unteachable.” Patrick W. Shaw, the McCarthy expert at Texas
Tech and the professor of the initial Novel of the West course, the
course in which I first read McCarthy, and I noted that there was
no book on the omnipresence of animals in McCarthy’s oeuvre,
a scholarly vacuum, and so a project was born. And rather than
waste my time writing a useless dissertation, I set out to write a
dissertation that could be revised into a book manuscript, and that
is what I did. The semester I graduated from Tech with my PhD,
I was at a conference submitting an abstract to all the scholarly
presses in the publishers’ room, and six months out of graduate
school, I had a book contract. Two-and-a-half years later, a book.
Frankly, I was very lucky; the right mentor, the right author, the
right book topic at the right time. A nexus.
It took about a year to read all the extant scholarship on McCarthy, and another year to draft the dissertation; then, six months to
revise the dissertation into a book manuscript, and a year more
for the proofing and publication of the book.
Author of ten novels and winner of a MacArthur Fellowship,
McCarthy has garnered numerous awards, among them
the Pulitzer Prize for The Road and the U.S. National Book
Award for All the Pretty Horses. Blood Meridian was on Time
magazine’s 2005 list of the 100 best English language books
published since 1923. Further, several of his novels have been
adapted for the screen, including No Country for Old Men,
which won four Academy Awards, including Best Picture. His
novels seem to succeed equally with both literary critics and
the general readership. What do you see as the primary cause
of his popularity? Why is McCarthy’s vision relevant today?
Well, McCarthy’s popularity was late coming. He published his
first novel, The Orchard Keeper, in 1965. And, it was not until
publication of All the Pretty Horses in 1992—his sixth novel—that
he achieved any popular, or frankly, critical acclaim. A number of
things came together for McCarthy in 1992. He changed houses
from Random House to Knopf and editors from Albert Erskine to
Gary Fisketjon; he agreed to conduct a limited promotional book
tour; he received the National Book Award, as you mention; and
Vintage published McCarthy’s extant works in trade paperback. So
really, popular fame was 27 years in the making.
Critical reception was created when Vereen Bell published The
Achievement of Cormac McCarthy in 1988 and John Sepich published Notes on Blood Meridian in 1993 and Wade Hall and Rick
Wallach published the anthology Sacred Violence: A Reader’s

Companion to Cormac McCarthy in 1995.
So, it took a while, no? Wide-spread commercial success seems
to have been produced, no pun intended, by the movie treatments
of All the Pretty Horses (2000), No Country for Old Men (2007),
and The Road (2009), especially, of course, the Coen brothers’
treatment of No Country. Frankly, too, Oprah Winfrey’s placement
of The Road on Oprah’s Book Club in March 2007 and her televised
interview of McCarthy thereafter—June 2007—no doubt helped
propel McCarthy into stratospheric commercial success.
McCarthy’s vision remains relevant because McCarthy,
like William Shakespeare, like Herman Melville, like William
Faulkner, like Gabriel García Márquez, like Toni Morrison, deals
with human nature, in this case, the absolutely human nature
of man’s violence. There is nothing more human than human
violence, and therefore, there is nothing more timeless than
Cormac McCarthy’s works.
Further, McCarthy’s artistry as a linguist, as a semiotician, as a
rhetorician, is singular, unique, and therefore, regardless of topic
and theme, the language is worthy of attention, worthy of study.
Which of McCarthy’s novels resonates most deeply for you?
Why?
I can’t say all the works resonate, can I? Blood Meridian, as an
American novel of war, as a work of historiographic metafiction,
as a work of art, as a rousing adventure tale, has had, and continues to have, a profound effect upon me.
Canonically, Blood Meridian’s importance lies in its historical accuracy and cataloguing of the genocidal practices through
which Manifest Destiny was fomented. Federally sanctioned “Indian eradication” programs of the 19th century, in Mexico and
in the United States, are rarely discussed currently, if they ever
were, but are historically verifiable, yet are not commonly taught
in primary or secondary school.
Thematically, Blood Meridian argues, as do all of McCarthy’s
texts, in fact, that human beings, especially men, are inherently
and intrinsically violent, an argument with which I agree.
Regardless of topic and theme, linguistically, McCarthy,
through the use of arcane and archaic language and the construct
of long, convoluted yet lyrical sentences, and through the use
of an observational narrator, creates a poetic and philosophical
prose in which rhetorical beauty belies the brutal subject fare.
Paradoxically then, in Blood Meridian, McCarthy offers the
abject savagery of man, but he does so through a highly evolved
literary vehicle. Blood Meridian is philosophy, theology, teleology, history, astronomy, astrology, profound, profane, enlightening, exasperating, anything literary but final.
You are also editor of The Klondike Stampede (2017), a compilation of the diary entries, letters, maps, and drawings left by
your great-grandfather, one of the 100,000 prospectors who
migrated to the Yukon during the Gold Rush of 1898-1899.
What led you to chronicle his adventures?
In a mercenary sense, the publication of the Klondike Stampede
narrative as a book is a vita line, and is part of my goal to publish
10 books in my lifetime. Also, the vita line helps with my academic career—publish or perish, you know.
On a more personal level, I wanted to serve my family. My
great-grandfather, Wallis Sanborn, wrote the manuscript in 1932,
and my extended family has been trying to publish the text since
then. I knew that I would be able to do so, so I sought out a publisher, edited the manuscript, and made it so.
On a historical level, the manuscript is a valuable artifact, not
only because of the narrative, but because my great-grandfather

was an engineer and draughtsman. The book contains 53—I
think—images, primarily consisting of drawings of the landscape—rivers, mountains, forests—and maps of the areas he and
his partner Dan Dever traversed. No other Klondike book that
I have seen contains such drawings. So, on this visual record
alone, the book carries inherent historical value.
What was the most surprising thing you discovered while going through your great-grandfather’s papers?
That minus-15 below zero was “sweater weather.” Seriously!
Since 2013, you have taught at Our Lady of the Lake University, but you also have served on faculties at Angelo State
University, Oregon State University, and many other places
of higher learning. What part of academic life do you find
most fulfilling? Most challenging?
The part of academe that I find most fulfilling is showing students
the value of writing in a digitally literate society. Writing is power,
and professional writing is professional power. At Our Lady of
the Lake, first-year writing director Dr. Candace Zepeda and I are
transforming the composition program from a humanities-based
program, which, frankly, very few students need in their postbaccalaureate professions, to a discipline-based composition
program. Thus, STEM majors take Composition II for STEM,
business majors take Comp II for Business, psychology majors
take Comp II for Psychology, and on. The goal here is to teach
students, starting the freshman year, how to read, research, write,
cite, and document design in their particular fields or disciplines.
Writing in the disciplines is not a new idea, of course, but starting
freshman year is. And in the digital era, each field or discipline or
profession has its own specialized communication methods, and
if we start teaching such to year-one students, the knowledge and
skills they gain are a distinct set of hard skills that will translate
to graduate school or the work world.
I also work closely with OLLU student-veterans, which is very
fulfilling of course, and I am the faculty advisor to the OLLU
chapter of the Student Veterans of America, as well as the chair
of the OLLU Veterans Day Observation Ceremony. OLLU is a
“Yellow Ribbon Campus”—a campus that offers special tuition
and fees benefits to student veterans—and one of our goals is to
expand our outreach and services to veterans, both on campus
and online.
The most challenging aspect of academic life is the proliferation
of non-teaching duties in which one has to participate. Historically,
professors work a 60-hour week, but, currently, 20 hours of that
is administrative work. Traditionally, professors served the triad
of teaching, scholarship, and university service—committee work
and the like—but in the last decade or so, administrative duties
assigned to faculty have increased, have unbalanced the workload,
and, I argue, have adversely affected teaching productivity.
Your multiple careers as teacher, scholar, and writer must
keep your plate very full. How do you spend your “spare”
time, if any?
I am a recovering addict (12 years, 22 days, as of today), and a major part of my program is to fill the down time—AKA, the former
drinking and drugging time—with physical activity, and so, much
of my spare time is spent obsessively exercising. I have participated
in and competed in fight sports and martial arts since I was a squirt,
and I have spent extensive time with full-contact Karate, kickboxing, no-gi grappling, boxing, Muay Thai, mixed martial arts,
continued on p. 40…
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Poetry
The Poems before Them
Viktoria Valenzuela

Untitled

Vincent Cooper
Zarzamora Street.
Where uncles would suddenly walk out of a dilapidated house or
shadow of a sappy pecan tree
or the shade of a sweltering bus stop or
the back seat of a parked car.
The gold barrio sun would hit their black shades,
a punch that never phased,
they would walk over to shake hands and hug.
Stinking of beer and Tres Flores
the aroma of my memories.
It was barrio magic on streets of manteca.
A proud smile for their sister’s son.
Soft jabs to my stomach
firm slaps to my back.
Jokes
about the Spurs or Cowboys
maybe lack of sex is what makes them lose they’d say.
All this in two minutes.
A promise to meet again.
Later.
Old berries would fall and stain windshields of cars
kids threw them at each other yelling BLOOD
hands reddened.
The brambles were cut and destroyed over time.
Never to grow wild again.
It is the stain I miss.

8
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Carried all my babies like poems.
Carried the first one across the ocean
the next across America.
Two more were carved out of me, right here, in Texas.
I am like a mother shark washed up on the beach
across the ocean,
or maybe, this side of America,
and the tourists of paradise cut me open.
They take out the babies.
One by one
baby sharks swim away from their mother,
the shore,
the tourists of paradise.
They go on to live their lives beyond a mother-bled ocean
—like countless poems before them.
Not even the wind comes from the same direction anymore.
Every speech is done with a dying breath.
Mother creatures like us have sunburned bodies.
Across the country, Inuit elders read the stars.
They’ve written letters to NASA that tell of our shifted sky.
Just as words in language have changed over our lifetime,
The sky has changed.
From a room in a room
I inhale.
saying, goodbye.
From my bed
I exhale,
saying, thank you.
From my womb 				
unfolding
The sky has shifted.
			
The sky has left her post.

Seersucker

Pheasants

Harold Rodinsky
Frosty, at least for a few hours, during
the morning,
before the
sun comes
inching over
the eastern line,
the air is almost
arctic, bringing
memories of fence-row pheasant
hunts, after farmhouse farmer
sized breakfast.
Going first with the dogs, excited to
be out, happy to be part of, racing to
find birds in the
crisp air. Field coats
buttoned tight over
Pendleton shirts.
Flannel lined duck
cloth pants and barn
boots with shooters
gloves to walk
down the freshly mowed field, littered
with frosty stubble, over the swale’s
berm to pick up the fence line where
pheasants liked to nest.
Fog islands dotted the swale hiding the
fence, the dogs, the shooters, the birds.
Moving carefully
keeping the dogs in sight, a flush then
the rapid beating wings up to the right.
Circling upwards,
loud and fast. Shots from behind and above
throw pellets on my field coat. Dogs whimper.
We moved to the fog. No birds died that day.

José Antonio Contreras
Evenings’ ritual during the unicorn years were brief night rites,
celebrating that day’s end and new day’s coming.
Repetitively unique, monotonously refreshing…
rituals too-quickly vaporized… ethereal fodder for remembrance.
Him four, her two
little bodies tired after hard play in summer sunlight,
bathing now at twilight… eager exploration at bay…
minds gently treading knowledge.
Skin sweet-smelling of lotion lovingly lathered,
tangles tenderly removed one soft comb stroke after another,
bottoms diapered and tucked into seersucker pajamas from Sears,
some red, some yellow or blue or orange,
all pastels, on white dimpled cotton
with images of Raggedy Ann, Andy, and Winnie the Pooh too.
My office work at the blue Formica kitchen table is interrupted
by sounds of toes slapping against hardwood floors…
racing up the hall to see who gets night’s blessing first.
Little legs pumping, turning the corner,
faces smiling brightly against a backdrop of kitchen’s bright yellow
wainscot,
eyes sparkling, throats uttering high pitched delight as I scoop one up,
then the other.
For too brief a moment, stolen from mindless dedication to work, I
hold the reasons why.
Nuzzled and snuggled they have their night’s sleep blessed
and bless me still another day.
Resurrected minutia poorly serve recollection.
Words, no matter how detailed, only approximate night rites.
Simile and metaphor miserably fail the whole of the experience.
One long-ago night—but many years after the last of the brief night
rites—I woke startled from a dream, and immediately lamented
prescience.
That dream, never to be had again, relived the sights, the sounds, the
touch and yes,
even the smell of my seersuckered children on one of those unicorn
nights.
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In the Country of Art
The Killing Path
Norma E. Cantú

They travel the path cautiously,
careful and watchful,
watching out for la migra,
those who will catch and send
without remorse.
They travel the path hopefully,
hopeful and faithful,
trusting that at the other end
food, drink, clean clothes await,
the end where all will be well.
They travel the path faithfully
along a treacherous and onerous road.
They may regret the choice
but see no option except death,
slow and sure.
they travel the path
they travel the path
they travel
we travel the path
we travel the path
we travel

10
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Norma E. Cantú
for Amalia Mesa Bains

Compañera, en tu arte y en tu ser
your topography shapes our world
your life and study.
Heredera de Sor Juana, de las Amazonas, y de las Adelitas
surges a la vida “making meaning from scratch”
from everyday uses and everyday claims;
your nutrient sources son tu vida y las nuestras
your domesticana atraviesa tiempos y espacios,
Mother of the land of the dead,
Queen of the waters,
Reina de lo visible e invisible,
Ama y dueña de la vida y la muerte.
There is nothing beyond consideration.
Con Dolores del Rio y tus herramientas,
you excavate gendered histories de nosotras, las mujeres.
Your metamemories are mine
and hers
and ours
sigues siendo mujer
sigues siendo fuerza
y sigues siendo luz.
In your country,
art rules y las mujeres son.

Energy Crisis, 1974

Jim Daniels
Milliken v. Bradley: exempting suburban districts from
assisting in desegregating inner-city schools in Detroit.
This decision reinforced the existing trend of “whiteflight” from cities to suburban school districts.

Texas Road Trip
Catherine Lee

My mother comes from snowy Massachusetts
savors February heat and redbuds blooming
Texas mountain laurel bursting its near grapey scent.
Craving BBQ, GPS directs our Lockhart
road trip to a blessed lot where
many cop cars park for lunch.
We northeast tourists marvel when a wizened
woman gathers butcher paper into handy basins
for buying brisket by the piled-on pound.
No plates, no sauce—plastic utensils
may be requested by the dainty.
Then heading off to Smitty’s in a smaller
once-was-Kreuz location,
on “smoking” side,
the room recalls our Jersey grandma’s
basement coal-stoked furnace,
only this is Texas oakwood-fired pit.
We’re stuffed and driving home
the scenic route through
what Texans call Hill Country.
My oily oozing palms are
sticking to a tacky steering wheel.
Near Canyon Lake, mom says
she’s feeling clog of arteries,
heartbeat slowing to a crawl.
Passing site of dead deer fallen
by the side of highway,
vultures feasting on its carcass,
my omnivorous mother says,
“I’m ready to be veggie now.”

Behind a long row of yellow buses in the fenced-in lot
of Eight Mile Baptist Church, on the Warren side.
I crouched: Hose. Gas can. Drunk. Fuel erupted
into my mouth—I coughed blasphemy. The Baptists
locked their buses behind barbed wire. Gas splurted
into the can. A cop aimed his spotlight down the row.
In Pontiac, the KKK blew up ten busses.
I didn’t get bussed across the border less than a mile
away, or ten light years, depending on whether the chicken
crossing the road gets run over on Eight Mile Road.
I put my mouth on the hose and blew so gas would rise.
Poured it in the tank, drove off for 20 more miles of bad music.
Crouched in gravel. Praying not to get caught. I wasn’t
getting on a bus to anywhere. History swallowed gas.
We graduated in disorderly lines. The war ended—
we burned the jokes of our draft cards.
No one could make me get my hair cut, but the factory
greased it back. On midnight shift, parked in a barbedwire lot with closed-circuit protection. The time clock
stuck in a permanent harmless obscene gesture.
Cops flashed their light into my empty car
parked across the street. I rolled under a bus
and the avenging angel passed over me—lucky,
but those angels knew I would not go far,
and did not bother, left me hugging concrete,
poison in my mouth forever.
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A Vision of My Father in Gatwick Airport

Novenas

David Hopes

Rita L. Ortiz

There unaccountably he was in his pale plaid jacket
leaning hard on his cane as he came, out of place,
a little man with the wrong rhythm in the Duty Free
at Gatwick, where he never was,
where he never thought to be.

Woven between the colored thread
She chose so carefully for each design on
Fabrics I brought her, was our vernacular.
A few decades short of a century, she spoke
To me with a patience rooted within her that
Coiled out of her skin into the wrinkles in her palms.
Our vernacular buried inside the grooves.
I loved to run my fingertips over them
While she sat burping air from a hard belly.
Porqué te pasa eso, Guela? I poked around
Looking for frogs while she watched novelas.

But there I was waiting, as I did,
for him to cover the ground
it was harder for him to cover,
him looking over his shoulder, the way he did,
judging the way from his place a step behind.

To teach a child to make a rose out of thread—
Only in her vernacular, eighty years of hardened patience.
At six, I learned to put thread through a needle.
¿Cuándo me vas a enseñar a tejer con gancho?
My memories of her last years, now the permanent
Fabric of my beginning, and every other colorful beginning
Of everything she’s mused out of me.
I eased rare laughter from her when I’d lift her breasts
to wash underneath them.
Mami laughed—Mira, no le da pena!
To mold a spirit in a child—
Only out of silent prayers, patient novenas.
Her only vernacular in her final weeks.
Mami, ¿porqué no sale Guelita?
Kind lies until her last day, Mami said,
Está cansada y hoy no puede bordar.
Hopeful, I’d stand by her bed at first and watch
Her pray from her novena book, wine-red bound,
Willing for my gaze to rouse her.
I’d lie beside her sometimes and chase the
Roses and vines on her vata.
Mami said Guela smelled roses in the backyard
When there weren’t any roses—La Virgen!
I searched for her knowing where she went,
Taking all the thread, sewing shut a void I filled
With her manteles until I forgot how to embroider.
Decades spent chasing roses and memories
Only to discover that in silence, I hear her vernacular.
An echo spiraling from my core, a creed. A cure.
Decades of chasing roses and rhymes—
A creed I’m barely learning to hum.

Funny to see him in the big lounge
where they’re going places never heard of.
He must have heard a cry a dad hears
even after things have changed. “Thanks,”
I say to the small ghost rocking on his bum leg,
trying to shield him from the rush
trying to meet him half the way.

The Socioeconomic Impact of Words
Matthew Tavares

Aye bro what you tryna’ do when we get off?
Say man I just picked up some of that ooooweee you tryna come thru?
Hell yeah fam I just gotta grab some gars on the way.
Bet bet Ima text my BM, aww shit here comes Boss-man act like you doin’
somethin’.
Well fellas it was a heck of week, what’s on the calendar for weekend
festivities?
Oh absolutely a fantastic week sir, couldn’t have gone better. Me? I’m looking forward to spending time outdoors with my beautiful family, enjoying
this wonderful weather we’re having! I suppose Marcus is just going to
be a bump on a log, huh Marcus?
Oh stop joshing me Darian, you know I volunteer at the community center
every other weekend.
That sounds great you two! I’m going upstate to be with the in-laws—
Oh no in-laws, boy, looks like your work week is being extended there, huh
Boss?
(Hearty-unhealthy laugh) Ha! Right you are, Darian! My wife really knows
how to push me to depression and binge drinking!
Sounds like a keeper to me!
You just crack me right on up, Marcus! Have a good weekend fellas, c’ya
Monday!
Bro what happened to rollin’ up after work, you going camping with Tiana
and the boys now?
Man hellll nawww, Tiana wit’ her moms, got the crib to myself, plus bro,
fuck I look like campin’?
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Domestic Meteorology
Marlene Galvan

Brown-ish

Dominique Avila
Para ti, Welita
			
“I can’t speak it, but I can understand it.”
“Well, then what kind of Mexican are you?”
I’m not, not really; I explain but they don’t care.
A lady’s eyes once told me I’m filth
at a Dairy Queen. I don’t think 232 miles
between my first breath
and the border would be enough for her.
“Uno, dos, tres, cuarto, cua—, cuar—, cuatr—, cuatro…”
“Why do you keep saying room?”
One letter is an eternity of hell.
Welita doesn’t mind though.
She is grateful para mi lengua lenta,
unlike mis primos who sound foreign to her.
I was born sin esa lengua primera pero
she understands me the best.
“Welita, es difícil para mí porque mis padres nunca me
lo impusieron.”
“No te preocupes, mi reina. No eres menos mi nieta
por eso.”
Too white and not brown enough, yet
I’m praised for being a copy of my welita.
Too brown and not white enough, yet
Ms. Dairy Queen will question the patches of grass
that decorate my warm whiskey eyes.

Every morning I wake up and start fires.
Kinetic energy and friction ignite
the stove, the washer, the dryer
the vacuum, the steam mop, the garbage disposal
the kitchen sink full of dishes left overnight.
Like the ocean, he wakes up in waves unfurling,
even and tempered
like ticks of a metronome.
It has to be this way.
Released too quickly: fires extinguished, flash flood warnings,
charcos attracting mosquitoes in the aftermath.
Droplets fall slowly; the fires simmer.
Droplets fall rapidly,
slanted, and hardened, pierce the skin.
“Can’t you mop later?”
“The dryer is so loud. It’s my only day to sleep in.”
“Do you have to wash dishes first thing in the morning? It’s
inconsiderate.”
Smoke rises into the air,
fills the hallway, permeates under doors and through cracks,
coats your lungs, makes you dizzy, tightens your throat.
“If I don’t do this, it doesn’t get done. Are you going to do it?
Are you going to help?”
Every night, earth heals.
Dirty, blackened, and covered in dust
droplets fall and push away ash,
mud accumulates in the kitchen, the living room, the bedroom and
below the surface, under the sheets
seeds nourished, roots fed.
“You are just what I need.”

Old Dog
Paul Willis

His name was Homer and he stayed at home—
not named for a cartoon, as some folks thought,
nor for the ancient poet. He was named
for Homer Price, a boy I read about
in the fourth grade, a boy who kept his head
with curious equanimity throughout
adventures that I have long since forgotten.
He liked to learn things, Homer Price, and saw
the future quietly as it came near,
just like our Homer as he apprehended
with great calm eyes the veterinarian
approach with that long needle where he lay
submissive, panting, on the new-mown grass.
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Testimony from a Hippocampus
Amalya Hyman

Cats on campus. Those dark thoughts,
Pitter pattering over the hot tin roof
Of our brow and through the windows
Of our eyes, out into the open.
Those thoughts that burrow
Through furrows in foreheads
And cracks in foundations,
Rutting and screaming
In the dark, making kits
Who must be fed, and hunted for.
Wouldn’t it be funny if that were true?

Face in the Obituaries
Don Mathis

Through the corner of my eye,
a picture peered at me
through the bars of the bird cage.
The image of my ex-wife,
covered in droppings,
graced the obituary page.
When I lined the finches’ hutch
with yesterday’s newspaper,
I guess I didn’t see her.
“In lieu of flowers,
contributions may be made
to aid research to cure cancer.”
When I read those lines, I didn’t
have to wonder what took her away.
There was no doubt.
The photograph was half of the one
made for our wedding day,
but I was cut out.
My ex-in-laws, her family,
her business associates
may make me nervous,
but the divorce didn’t provide closure;
I think I’ll go
to the funeral service.
14
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It is true. The evidence proves
Their presence on campus, in a trail of feathers,
Bodies, and traumatized thoughts now
Too scared to take flight. Too injured.
Father and mother bring fleshy
Bouquets back for feeding. And leave the rest
For the busy ants to carry
To their burial mound,
Low tower on a cigarette pile.
Ants on campus. Running up our arm to our ear
To scavenge what we’re keeping there
The good. The bad. Remembered. And imaginary.

White Pelicans
Patricia Keoughan

We drive the high bridge across the bay
Leaving the hospital
Taking Mother home.
A beautiful January day,
Crystal clear blue skies;
Mother in pain.
“Look,” she says, “up there.”
“Where, what do you see?”
“White pelicans flying south.”
Angelic wings swaying in flight,
Kissed by sunlight’s silver glint,
Seduce Mothers’ eyes to sight.
At the end of the bridge,
On the edge of the bay,
Ghostly white pelicans drift away.
“Drive on,” Mother moans
Then softly sighs
“Not home.”
Fifteen drawn-out minutes
To another hospital.
We trundle inside.
The next day she died.

My Mother’s Fear
Vince Gotera

My mother was an alien, a legal alien.
That is, she had a green card, while my father
and I were the family’s US citizens.
As a kid, I wanted to visit Mexico, but my mother
was afraid. Now, she was a brave woman,
a doctor, the only female in her med school
class, during a time when only men
could do such things. But for her, no Mexico.

American White Pelican
Peter Wallack

Hermano de mi Madre
Shane O’Neal

Johnny died when he was twenty,
long before I was born,
and all I know about him is contained
in an anecdote my mother tells.
“When my brother was a teenager, your grandma
took a little piece of food right off his plate,
just a scrap, just to try.
He threw a huge fit, yelling and screaming.
So our dad gave him an entire cooked chicken and said
‘Cómetelo todo por ti mismo. No dejes nada,’
and made him eat the whole thing.
So you should never argue over food.”
An anecdote with no moral.
I’ve heard three times.
My mother never says his name out loud
like she does when she talks about
her other brothers and sisters.
That’s how I know she’s talking about him.
I don’t even know how he died,
but I know that he once ate a whole chicken
all by himself as a punishment from my abuelo.
How do you ask your mother how
her older brother died?
I don’t think I want to ask,
to hear the hitch in her breath,
and the waver in her voice,
and to see her eyes glass over
with almost-tears, ready to fall at any moment.
I’d rather just go on pretending like he doesn’t exist,
while she tells the chicken story again.

She was scared they would stop her at the border
on the way back, and she would get stranded, alone.
I thought that was foolish and silly, I remember.
How could that happen? America was the land
of the free! Well, Mama, today you’d be right.
America great again. You were always right.
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Molt

Flour Bluff, Texas
Robin Carstensen

Home was near and the night was settled
until the Jack Russell appeared
dead in my headlights in the middle
of Purdue Road, and the eyes of three
mourners who were crouched on the sidewalk
peered into my lights like glowing autumn
leaves. The car rolled over the gravel
into the empty driveway, the porch light
was not on, the house stood in its half primed,
half robin’s egg paint, and the dark blue
sky pressed down. I wasn’t on the freeway,
not out of town, could not go further,
could not move on. The car door opened
and the foot could not lift. The night was
flat, and the mind was a feather, was wind.
Beneath the dark blue sky, one could sit
under the weight and weightlessness,
take a large drink of it, feel it enter cool
and warm in each breath until the body moved
or the body gave in or the body was given,
until the door opened or the door shut
and the hand turned the key, and the car
backed over the gravel, past the dandelion
the lawnmower had missed by the mailbox.
The huddle had disappeared and the terrier
still lay intact on the gray road. He was bigger
up close. He was warm and heavy in my arms.
A boy rode up on a small bicycle. Up close,
he was almost a young man. He had a black
plastic trash bag. “He’s a little heavy,”
I said as he opened it. “She” said the boy.
“Her name is Allie.” “Do you want to say
a little something?” came words
from my mouth as we fumbled
and laid her in the bag. “I’ve already said it,”
the boy was clear. The bag hung low
over his bike handle, and he leaned to one side.
“She’s too heavy, let me take her in my car.”
He struggled. “I’ve got her.” “Are you sure?
It’s no trouble.” He carried her to the car,
lifted her to me, as I shoved over the sprawl
of papers and unopened mail, lay her
on the backseat. I followed him
to his house along the trundle
of brick and pier and beam homes.
She was still warm and heavy in our arms,
beneath his thank you, my take care,
and our bewildered breath—invisible strands
of fur, like seeds from dandelion florets,
their delicate silver chutes floating
in the steady midnight October blue.
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Jeanie Sanders
The mother and son sat facing each other
across the kitchen table.
Homogenous images reflecting together.
She was telling him of death and suffering.
Small town happenings he felt
he had finally risen above.
Pausing for breath she began
tapping a rhythm on the table
trapping him in the noise.
Causing his tongue to slip
on a line of gossip
he had thought never to tell.
Like a snake eating leavings
from her young
hungrily she took it down.
And droning on in a tone of pleasure
flicked a smile down her throat.
As he sat stone still
feeling her skin grow inside him.

Dire Streets

Fernando Flores
De la calle no sacas nada bueno… no good on the street
Her exhortations fell on deaf ears then
Her diatribes cut like chipped glass
Saliste igual que tu papá… just like your father
For youth was in the veins
Aphrodisiac of adolescence
Flaming like absinthe’s green muse
She was wrong—I struck the mother lode
Streets full of poetry bleeding profusely
Gushing with the force of nights insane
With passion as I headed straight
Into the riotous ruins of the alluring wreck
The sultry laughter of bighearted women
The crystal clink of conviviality
The shuffling feet gliding thighs
Shady bars where a teasing
Glance was a dangerous move
On the chessboard of a Molotov love
Celebrating nothing in particular
The snuffed-out passage of transitory pleasure
As it slipped out of my hands knowing
I would never be any different

Mississippi, 1930
Ruth Francis

Ida
They say it’s a depression, is why folk got no money.
Round here we never got no money no how, but now
we got less than that. Them children is runnin’ hungry.
Picked theyselves cucumbers, penny a bushel, for they
school things. That Buster, he ain’t got no head for schoolin’
but Willene, she’s a smart one. Movin’ to third grade
an’ ain’t but seven. Can read an’ spell, knows her numbers
like as good as Floyd, an’ that’s sayin’ somethin’. Truant man
says they can’t do no work now school is on. The hen done
quite layin’ an’ we done ate that goat an’ them younguns
need more’n biscuits. Gonna set my mind to bringin’ in
some cash money.
Willene
My mama talked to the teacher, told her
I’d be wearin’ Buster’s old overalls ’cause she don’t
have money for cloth to make a dress like the rules say.
Teacher says that’s fine, for me to wear overalls till things look up.
The girls at recess teased me ’cause the overalls are patched on the
behind.
I knew I was gonna cry so I turned my back on them. Then they laughed
at how
many patches there is, ’cause one of the patches is patched so I wagged
my behind at them an’ sung out, “My mama makes better patches
than your mama” till teacher called us in. She moved me from
second grade bench to third grade bench on account of I
done read what they done read an’ pitch in when they do
they spelling an’ ciphers an’ never miss a one.
Ida
There he goes, struttin’ like he somebody, blessin’ me out
’bout how I done shamed him takin’ in washin’ for folk.
That no other white woman in the State of Mississippi
would lower herself to do what I gone an’ done. As if him settin’
on the stoop at the post office, swappin’ tales with them lazy fools
a-laughin’ an’ a-slappin’ his shoulder gonna bring money or food.
Him talkin’ like he done swallered the dictionary when he ain’t no better
than no one fer all his airs. He shore is fulla plans fer what he gonna do
an’
what he might could do but ain’t never got nuthin’ to show, jus’ sets
there
flappin’ his trap. An’ then says to me, he says I done shamed him, done
made him a laughin’ stock an’ I ain’t never to speak to him no more.
Well,
I done promised to obey him an’ that I surely can obey. Two days
washin’
an’ I done traded with folk for lard an’ milk an’ eggs. An’ beans an’ a
ham bone.
So he can eat his foolish fancy words but me an’ the younguns gonna eat
biscuit an’ gravy an’ beans come suppertime.

For the Days You Can’t Look in the
Mirror
Emily Turner

I know you have termites, those little nuggets of
confidence deterioration, in that home you call a
body. You still remember when your grandmother
grabbed your third grade stomach and exclaimed,
“She’s got some meat on her bones!” Then that one
time at a family reunion, your other grandmother
pointed out to your aunt that coarse mole on your
back, which you had already decided by the time
you were eleven you would remove when you had
a steady job as an adult. In middle school you had
grown out of prepubescent ugly, but you could feel
the snickers of the “popular” girls, who already
kissed boys, when you wore the same dress as another girl to the academic awards ceremony. They
whispered about you as if you were supposed to
know she had called dibs. They placed you adjacent to her in the Best Dressed spread of the fashion magazine in their heads and you were down
by 40%. You pretended not to care. The first friend
you made in high school always reminded you
that you had small boobs, as if your A-cup didn’t
haunt you every morning. You never stuffed your
bra but when your mom let you buy that push-up
from Walmart you wore it until the frayed straps
snapped. Sometimes you settle for those highwaisted jeans because they cover up those stilts
your feet hinge themselves on, so when he said he
loved your legs, you tried to see the good in them
too and even though he broke your heart, you believed everything he said. I mean, the damn things
carry you places every day, cut them some slack.
Your thighs brush sometimes, so what? They’re
friends, let them socialize. Your stomach will never
be a flatland, you have mountains within you.
Don’t disturb the tectonic plates and not expect an
earthquake. Your skin isn’t covered in blemishes,
they’re landmarks, monuments to be reveled in so
let everyone be in awe. Remind yourself: girls can
wear the same outfits. And you always thought bras
were overrated anyway.
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Visit from an Invisible Love
Kathleen A. Lawrence

Wedding Waltz
Anne McCrady
for Kate

Inspired by spring’s abundance,
bluffs of bridal whites and petaled pastels
that decorate the edges of our yard,
I text a message to my only daughter:
Every azalea reminds me of you.
My daughter—happy, married,
away in the city, but still my girl—
she reads it with an ear for poetry
and a heart for Texas dance halls.
Her wry, texted reply:
That sounds like the first line
of a country & western song.
Laughing at my accidental meter,
I speak the dactyls of the message
I have written, repeat them
until my feet feel the waltz of my words.
Swept back to the Nature-blessed spring
our home hosted her beautiful wedding,
I sway my way across our floor:
1—2-3; 1—2-3; 1—2-3.
A sudden tune blooms beneath me
like wild violets, and I sing to her
as I dance with a mother’s delight:
Every azalea reminds me of you,
as each pastel blossom whispers, I do.
Even spring’s beauty will never compare,
with the light of your face and the glow
that you wear.

My sister watched out the kitchen window
every night after dinner washing the dishes
with monotonous precision, always searching
over her dishrag for more than crumbs,
her eyes fixed on shadows in the row of elderberry.
She would tell me to get out, so he would come,
brushing the black fry pan rigorously with intensity.
She shivered as a breeze blew the cafe curtains back
breaking the still summer air and her concentration.
There was a movement, not quite a flash, diaphanous,
swirling maybe, or a foggy, not-quite solid form before me.
My lovely, bookish sister Linda then lifted her arms
as if to greet someone I couldn’t see and began
to hum and sway to the music on the AM radio.
Her body seemed to sway without effort and her legs
lifted from the linoleum and she turned in the air.
Her companion tucked her loose hair behind her ear
and somehow kissed her cheek. I stared in wonder
hidden in the hallway, as she reluctantly let go
his embrace, her rumpled skirt descended, and her
smile turned straight and serious. She never told
me why, or what he was, but I know now
why she never wanted other chores than the dirty dishes.
She saw her future in the dishwater, even
if the rest of us couldn’t see him. And she still says
that even an amorphous love is better than no love.

Austria by Train
Karen Poppy

This train is clean and cool.
It rocks back and forth, reassuringly.
Calm lullaby, a soft day, the earth green
With the ashes of my ancestors.
A separate poem: the train is hot,
The mouths dry, so many bodies
Together packed
For transport. A separate poem:
Those who escaped, my friend’s
Grandmother giving birth in a plane
From Vienna to Shanghai.
How to separate? Politics slide back.
All that’s missing today is the moustache.
This train glides through pretty towns.
I write in English. All grows green
Over the German tongue.
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The Artist Knew Us
Lois Minsky

Possibly in these snow-filled fields darkened by the night,
I am now driving on this distant highway.
Possibly they are here: dancing and floating like the pictures
From those paintings. The artist knew us.
My grandfathers, mother, aunts, and uncles.
The dog who just lately passed and started again this familiar open ache
I see them all beside the evergreens on the cold earth of Vermont.
Why here? And not the south of France or the sands of Israel?
I desire to let go the wheel and join in death.
Let me witness once more the golden dog spirit
With the physical flounce of her gait, her animal eye meeting mine.
To again watch gnarled old hands cut carrots into perfect buttons.
Uncles peering through heavy magnifying glasses at their stamps.
The aunts in their Italian knit two-piece dresses sit, talking Lord &Taylor,
Bloomingdales, in between talk of politics.
My grandfather’s mustache hurt my cheek like thorns.
Hands were laid upon my shoulders, voices marveled at the strawberry blonde
Color of my hair. There was no doubt then, I existed.

I and the Village
Marc Chagall, 1911

To dance in the evergreens on this snow-filled field with those I barely knew.
There was little time before death came. I have grown older with wanting.
We go through life alone. Of this I am mostly certain.
But on this distant highway, driving by the snow-filled fields darkened by night
Possibly in the evergreens, dancing and floating like the pictures in those paintings.
The artist knew us.

Writing Wounded
Becky Busby Palmer

Only the wounded write the real deal, the truth of days and nights,
no blossoms, no babbling brooks on pages.
Hearts steeped in suffering seep the good ink, bleeding through.
Pinpricked water balloons that drip-spit, or burst on sharp
blades of grass beckoning, begging for the flood.
Once poured, the ink can’t be rebottled, so drink up, drink up.
Children of scream-to-speak mothers or drunk-so-no-dinner-tonight fathers
don’t write of forest fawns or ice cream Sundays.
Spring showers in old apple orchards do not help the grandmother left to raise
the grandson that her daughter traded in for that forty-dollars-a-pop addiction.
Boys who lose their legs in the red deserts of
Purple Heart wars do not write, “Pop, I have arms, look, God even gave me two.”
Pain is a virus spreading out, changing shape, searching for another host.
Salty eyes sting passers-by and anger spores like mold.
We are magnets pulled by the wailing widow, the orphan boy, the hospice-bed
father, caught in the grip of a pain that begs to be seen, to be shared, to be felt.
Only the wounded write the real deal, raw deal, last ditch
effort to bargain for a helping hand in a world full of “No, I’m fine.” façades.
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Unidos sin tener poder
Liz Vera

United without Power
Liz Vera

Gaviotas vuelan de puerto en puerto
Sin que les pregunten nada o que los
Detengan. Son libres sintiendo el aire,
La lluvia, el frío y el sol disfrutando de
Estas tierras bendecidas por nuestro Señor.

Seagulls fly from port to port without
Being questioned or detained.
They are free able to feel the wind,
Rain, Cold, and Sun enjoying the
Blessed Land from Our Lord.

Sin tan solo nosotros pudiéramos ser tan
Libres como las gaviotas. En realidad si te
Pones a pensar no somos libres ni en las
Tierras de la oportunidad.

If only we could be so free as the Seagulls
In reality if you think about it, we are not
Free, not even in the Land of Opportunity.

Somos gobernados y dictados por los Presidentes,
Reyes, Reinas, Comunistas, Emperadores, Las Leyes,
Las Reglas y todo para el beneficio de los más poderosos.
Para los que no tienen el poder es más difícil que sus
Voces sean escuchadas.
Unidos nosotros los que no tenemos el poder
Seguimos luchando y somos más poderosos de
Lo que se imaginan. Somos más libres de corazón
Y alma por ser quienes somos, nuestras riquezas son
Nuestras raices y jamás no las podrán quitar aunque
Quieran… eso lo llevamos por dentro,
Con orgullo y pasión con la fé de
Nuestro Señor.
Jamás nos daremos por vencidos cuando
Está la esperanza de las gaviotas y se
Haga Justicia… .
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We are Governed and Dictated by Presidents,
Kings, Queens, Communists, Emperors,
The Laws, The Rules and all for the benefit
Of the Powerful.
For those without power, it is more
Difficult for their voices to be heard.
United, together, we without
Power continue to fight, and we are
More Powerful that you can imagine.
We are free of heart and soul for
Being who we are, our riches, our roots
That will never be taken away even if
You wanted to. This we carry inside with
Pride and Passion with our faith from
The Lord.
We will never give up, for seagulls have hope,
And Justice will be made… .

Ecopoetry
Stone in the Stream/Roca en el Río
is a gathering of writers and artists committed to the environment
through contemplative, artistic,
and activist response. They meet
quarterly to share individual work
grounded in an eco-poetics and to
develop collective projects. This
page reflects some of their work.
To contact the group, send an email
to Jim LaVilla-Havelin (lavhav@
gmail.com) or Mobi Warren (mobiwarren@gmail.com).

Our Lady in the Harbor
Toni Heringer Falls

Perhaps it’s time to
Retire the Statue of Liberty
Giving her a quiet, sheltered place
Out of wind rain pelting ice.
Let our lady rest
Until prevailing political winds shift
And her message is once again relevant—
“Give us your tired, your poor, your huddled masses
Yearning to breathe free.”

Hunting and Gathering
Darby Riley

A slim four-foot wooden pole
a four-inch spike on the end:
we of Northwest Democrats
use it to clean up Eckert
Road as a public service.
It spears used diapers, cardboard,
Pepsi cups, Saturday night
condoms, beer cartons, candy
wrappers, lots of plastic bags,
gathered with other debris
to recycle or landfill.
The pole is also good to
aerate my compost bin, which
gets compacted with melon
and citrus rinds, banana
peels, pineapple tops, grapefruit
and mango skins, and oak leaves.
But you have to be careful,
I learned, to rap on the side
of the bin before plunging
the spear in, lest you almost
impale a dining critter,
like the small tree rat who leaped
out onto the wood fence in
a huff, black whiskers bristling,
handsome behind summer leaves.

Environy

Darby Riley
In the old days
we mistakenly thought
droughts and floods
were punishment
for our hubris
Now some of us
fail to realize
It’s become true

Morning Fog

Janice Rebecca Campbell
morning fog
rises
the land beyond
that was always there
how many walls does it take to build a nation?
d. ellis phelps
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Therapy
Poetry Therapy
Some authors use poetry to deal with heroin/alcohol addiction, death,
abandonment, and sexual and emotional abuse. The following poems
illustrate the use of writing to deal with these issues.

An Act of Kindness

Happy Thoughts Can Change the World
Marissa Salazar

Happy thoughts can bring good actions
My good actions can
make great habits
My great habits can
lead to a better life
And one better life at a time
can surely change the world

Tina Foree

Reflection

Sharon Young

An act of kindness
should be true
straight from the heart
and not for you

If I look into the mirror
and I don’t like what I see
I’m the only one who can change
the person looking back at me.

To give because
you want to see
a smile from someone
in true need

On the inside or the outside
the work is mine to do.
The only person who can change me
is the person reading this to you.

The joy you give
An act of kindness
A reason to live

My world can change its shape
if I change what I say or do.
If I am kinder and more compassionate
I can transform my heart—it’s true.

Why Does She Hate Me?
Tianna Govan

Why does she hate me?
What did I do for her to hate me?
She was supposed to love me.
She was supposed to protect me.
So why does she hate me
And abuse me?
She didn’t comfort me
She let others control me
So why does she hate me?
I protected her
I loved her
I comforted her, never controlled her
Again why does she hate me?
No love lost or gained
But why does she hate me?

Untitled

Arnette Napoleon
Life is life but
where are we in this life?
We put ourselves in these places to change
We have to care, share, laugh
But most of all
understand one another
So we can see the beauty of life.

Pay It Forward
Norma Gomez

For the few who
believe they have nothing
to give, look deeply into
the mirror and see.
It is plain to see
It starts with something simple
It is free.
Paying it forward
comes from you and me.
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Back in the Swing

Angelina “Lina Sea” Ekrut
Bubble glitter, bath bomb, and champagne sparkle,
I love when I treat me like that.
Flower bouquets, dinner dates, movie nights with ice cream,
these are reasonable things to ask of myself.
Epsom salt, pedicures, pretty nail polish.
Clay facial masks and massages by the hour.
Why shouldn’t I give myself the best?
Bills paid early, stacking my savings,
better man, better house, better car.
Y’all it’s been a long time coming, but I’m getting back to loving me.
That means fresh bottles of essential oil, the expensive stuff.
Bath tubs of aromatherapy magic that wash away my worries and
my strife.
That means candle-lit take-out boxes
from restaurants I support on a socio-economic level.
I’m giving myself fresh fruit smoothies and yoga time before
work.
I need positive affirmations and new moon meditations on purposeful intentions.
I deserve a life free from depression, and I’m working on it y’all.
A clear conscience, a clean house, a fully charged phone;
I want to make it special for the most important woman in my
life, me.
I’m getting back into the swing of caring for myself
the same way I’ve cared for y’all, all these years.
The warmth of my own love. I deserve it.
This lavish pampering I’ve denied myself for too long.
I am an amazing woman and I’m finally accepting that.
I’m getting back into the swing of believing in me, appreciating
me,
encouraging me, delivering me from all the bullshit I don’t need
and that includes stepping away from relationships
that don’t fill me with light and challenge me for the better.
That means not hiding my glory in the shadows of the cobweb
corner
and convincing myself that’s my home. I don’t belong there.
I don’t belong there. I do not belong there, and I’ll repeat it, until
I believe it.
That means getting reacquainted with the Word, written and spoken,
the Scriptures, the scales, sight reading and key signatures.
That means letting go of voices that say no and singing as fearlessly as I can.
That means identifying my demons one by one and rising above
them.
Realizing self-destructive patterns so that I may limit them.
That means looking out for myself, the same way I would a beloved friend.
The same way I want my mother looked out for.
That means swinging high and bracing for the lows.
Enduring through all, keeping compassion at the forefront
and self-care no longer on the back burner.

Letter to Hejo Müller’s Son Read at Hejo’s
Funeral Celebration on October 30, 2017
James Brandenburg

Dear Tino,
Thank you for your greetings and telephone conversation.
Hejo’s friend Jim embraces you. Hejo loved his family, took pride
in them and always spoke well of them. I knew Hejo for 44 years.
His daughter Brigitte was my student at Burggymnasium, and it
was during this time that I met Hejo, who often told the following
story about our first meeting: “In 1973 there was a parent-teacher
evening for my daughter’s class. I went to the event but was the
only parent who appeared. Not one pig came. (‘Kein Schwein
ist gekommen.’) Jim and I talked at length, and since I was the
only parent in attendance, we decided to extend our discussion
over a meal. We therefore went to City Hall, the tallest building
in Kaiserslautern, and took the elevator to its restaurant on the top
floor. There we enjoyed a late dinner, drank wine, and continued
our talk. We were two poets, and we found we had lots in common.
You were American, and I was German, but our commonalities
built a bridge between us. Our humanity triumphed over
everything, and our conversation about music, dance, literature,
poetry, philosophy, theater, and peace was the beginning of a
lifelong friendship. I never will forget that evening.”
Throughout the years, Hejo and I remained in contact with
each other, continuing our lively conversations on art, poetry,
dance, music, theater, and politics. Three weeks before his death
I spoke by phone with him for the last time. As always, his
thoughts were very clear. I knew that Hejo was lonesome during
the last years. Despite his having an intimate circle of friends in
Berlin, he wanted more and yearned for that special someone, but
I also understood how much he loved freedom, tenderness, and
resistance. These were concepts he treasured. Hejo was a highly
refined human being, his heart filled with passion and love, a
romantic in the classical sense. In my opinion he also was an
excellent poet, and we treasured his verse here in San Antonio.
He and I even published a book of poetry together—Somewhere
Everywhere, Irgendwo Überall—and Hejo was here with me
when we performed the premiere of his theater piece, Joshua,
at Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas. We often vented
together over the election of Trump, as Hejo was well informed
on such subjects and always listened very carefully to everything
I said. Sometimes he played his violin for me over the telephone
(from Germany to America).
He was my best friend who always gave me good advice, and I
really miss him and our wide-ranging conversations. Most of all,
I miss his humanity. As I already said, Hejo was a very refined
person. Although he was quite religious, he thought outside the
traditional box of Catholicism, embodying the figure and thoughts
of Jesus (Joshua). And I will take with me forever these beautiful
memories. We always told each other that we were twins. Hejo
was in his heart and soul a poet, and I loved him like a brother.
When he died, a part of me was torn out, but on the other hand he
remains an integral part of my spirit. “But, my dear Hejo, have no
fear. Soon we too, my wife and I, will join you. We are coming
with you.” He always will be a part of me. Through knowing
Hejo, I became a better human being.
Hejo Müller was a longtime contributor to Voices de la Luna. He passed
away on September 11, 2017. - ed.
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The following poems were written primarily by individuals who
participate in “The Soul’s Journey” Poetry Circle that meets on third
Saturdays at The Ecumenical Center, 8310 Ewing Halsell. This Circle
is open to the general public and is led by Cyra S. Dumitru, poet and
certified poetry medicine practitioner. No experience with studying or
writing poetry is necessary, just an open heart and mind.

So Good to Be Alive
Christina Hernandez

So good to be alive at this moment when . . .
I’m finally connecting to my true self
I’m letting go of all the baggage that I gathered from years of
putting myself in spaces that suffocated my soul
I can dream and hope and aim for what I want from this life
So challenging to be alive at this moment when . . .
The people from those spaces are telling me my journey is
wrong
That even though those spaces suffocate my soul, that only
there is where
I belong
So good to be alive at this moment when . . .
I can choose to ignore those voices from those suffocating
spaces,
when I thought I had no choice before

Good to Be Alive
Lou Taylor

So good to be alive
at this moment when the earth turns
toward darkness.
Long nights offer
rest and dreams and solitude
A chance to be still
listen to owls hoot
wonder what they see

Yes, fragments of images, a word or two,
		
Fleeting rhythms choose me
I welcome each one as a glimpse of my heart
		
A fragment of my story
My story that only my Beloved can tell from the beginning
And I offer my fragments that some may choose you

Midwife

Skye Daniels
They come
with the unsolved, many of them believe the unsolvable.
The disc pummeled into communion wafer pressing into nerve ~
the migraines blinding ~
the injury from yard work or
from being inside a half ton of transportation reduced to shrapnel.
They come
		
and come
		
and come.
Then they lay down.
I lay my hands on them
and hear, through this body of mine,
turned into sonar location,
the pings of trauma,
how the waves still ripple
decades later
through the water world of every body.
I untie
the zip-tie of tissue
doing the only thing it knew to do.
I am the matchmaker
reintroducing (or introducing)
them:
			
Body, this is the being
who relies on you for movement and
freedom and ease.

A chance to wait
for the light.

Speak to Me

Adriana Benavides
Speak to me
Is there a single truth?
A straight answer to my question
A never-ending circle of truths, despair, and light
Tremendous multitudes, layer upon layer
A ringing contradiction
Speak to me
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Fragments

Sr. Elizabeth Hatzenbuehler, OSU
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Being, this is the body,
your partner,
		
not betrayer.
Trust each other
my hands whisper
moving over and through so much.
For decades, I have watched them rising from the table together,
the Siamese twins of bodybeing
being body.
Like a midwife
I put you in your own arms.
Love each other.
Love
		
each
		
other.
Love.

Art Therapy
The life-affirming pleasure of art-making is inherently therapeutic. Often both the art process and product help us to understand our current
environments, reduce stress, enhance cognitive ability, and increase
awareness of self and others. They may also be used as a form of prayer
or journaling. It is common for artists to spontaneously respond to their
own art or that of others with both art and poetry. The art and poetry
below have been submitted through a variety of non-clinical, though
often life-giving, art-based classes in venues around Texas.

Black and white circular drawings called mandalas are often
introduced in a effort to increase focus and adopt a meditation
state. The basic science behind the use of mandalas is to shift the
physical body from the fight or flight response to the relaxations
response.

Untitled
Cheryl Reed

Untitled
Elizabeth Orozco

Untitled
Diane Cuevas

Untitled
Dawn Malloy
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Poetry & Dreams

Poetry, Dreams, and Interpretation
A Native Journey
Sasha Guzman

Dream: The dream begins in a neighborhood of average lowermiddle-class houses during the day. I am walking by a particular house where several Mexican men are standing on the front
porch. As I walk along the sidewalk, I see that a fetus, a very
underdeveloped baby, was placed on a high branch of a tree and
left there. My sister left the fetus there, which represents an act
of abortion. The fetus grew into the age rings of the tree it was
placed on, only into the trunk instead. I cut out the part of the
trunk with the fetus from the middle of the tree and can see the
baby’s head sticking out from the top. The fetus is the color red
and is probably about 10 or 13 weeks old. Its head is still big and
does not look completely like a baby yet. It has stopped growing
and may be dead. I can see the full body of the baby, even what
would be hidden by the trunk, because the trunk is transparent
around the body of the fetus. I can see many age rings around
the inside of the trunk indicating how old it is. I must remove
the baby to see if it is still alive. I can’t tell for sure, because it
is still and its eyes are closed. I continue walking and stumble
upon a house with missing walls, though it is painted white and
furnished. My sister is sitting in the living room; however, she
does not respond to any environmental stimuli. I step out onto
the porch to try to flag down a police car parked at the bottom of
a hill. About four officers are standing around it. I hope that they
can help me get the baby to the right place, so that I can wake it
up. End of dream.
Interpretation: I recently discovered my Native American tribe
and began immersing myself and connecting with the tribe’s
lifeways and teachings. I am Carrizo/Comecrudo, or in our Hokan
language, Esto’k Gna. A major piece of myself and my ancestors
has been lost for a time. It is shown by the underdeveloped fetus
in a sort of hibernation. In my waking life I have been guiding
my sister and helping to create positive opportunities for her.
She is a part of myself that I must help. The (literally) red fetus
in the stump is a Native American baby and is indicative of a
part of my ethnicity. I read in Charles C. Mann’s book 1491 that
climatologists can determine when natural disasters took place by
looking at the age rings inside a tree trunk. They did this in South
America to discover that extreme conditions greatly contributed
to the fall of some Native American civilizations. My ancestors
experienced hardships that challenged the tribe’s survival, and the
connection from generation to generation to the lifeways became
weak or lost. The underdeveloped fetus is a piece of myself that
is waiting to be awakened and grow, telling me to continue this
journey. My ancestors called me to be here, and the archetypal
content shown in my dream drives this. I learned from Nietzsche’s
Zarathustra by C.G. Jung not to think that calling or creativeness
comes purely from within myself. It comes from the collective
unconscious and is shown in the form of archetypes. It is made
conscious through us, and we give it a unique stamp, so to speak.
I should not take so much credit for the synchronicity that I
have experienced. This calling that I have received as part of my
individuation process is largely from my ancestors.
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The Language of the Butterflies
Sasha Guzman

When I walk into the room
Nothing is synced
The stillness of my thoughts
Goes slower than that of others,
I am swimming in the river of
The unconscious
The bank is usually hard
To catch
Matching social cues of the
People around me flutter like butterflies
They are bright and vibrant.
I can’t catch those butterflies
The world I live in is
Like standing in the
Stillness of the woods.
Dead leaves under my feet, peacefulness,
Sunlight through bright,
Tall conifers.
I must learn a new language,
The language of the brightly colored
Butterflies.
It’s hard, like I live
Inside a dream that
I must grow up and awaken from.
I prepare my jar,
I will catch and study the insects,
The social cues,
And learn the ways of the many,
Plant my stick deep into the mud
And climb out of the clear, flowing
River of the unconscious.

Sonnet VI

Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Go from me. Yet I feel that I shall stand
Henceforward in thy shadow. Nevermore
Alone upon the threshold of my door
Of individual life, I shall command
The uses of my soul, nor lift my hand
Serenely in the sunshine as before,
Without the sense of that which I forbore—
Thy touch upon the palm. The widest land
Doom takes to part us, leaves thy heart in mine
With pulses that beat double. What I do
And what I dream include thee, as the wine
Must taste of its own grapes. And when I sue
God for myself, He hears that name of thine,
And sees within my eyes, the tears of two.

Creative Nonfiction
Guns and Hard Candy
Robert Flynn

My sister, brother, and I made our Santa Claus lists from catalogs—Sears Roebuck, Montgomery Ward, Bella Hess. We were
a farm family in north West Texas, and when Santa didn’t deliver
our mail-order presents in time for Christmas, our parents told us
that Santa sometimes dropped by on New Year’s Eve on his way
back to the North Pole and maybe he would leave our Christmas
wish then. And he did. But it was another whole week after we
had been waiting months for Christmas.
Stores in our town didn’t have Santas, but sometimes he was
driven down Main Street standing in the back of a pickup and
the elves at his feet threw unwrapped hard candy. I never really
looked at Santa. I went for the hard stuff.
Santa did come to our two-room school house once. Our two
teachers passed out bags of hard candy and Santa, who looked a
lot like Dude Byars in women’s makeup with a mess of cotton
covering the rest of his face, said, “Ho ho ho,” as though those
were the only words Santa knew. The spectacle scared us so that
Santa was never invited back.
We got another bag of hard candy at our church Christmas Eve
celebration, and another bag of hard candy under our Christmas
tree. Our dentist handed out hard candy with both hands. We
racked up enough hard candy to rot our molars before our wisdom teeth arrived.
We didn’t have a chimney. We lined up our boots in front of
the radiant gas heater that kept the house toasty for up to five feet
in front of it. When Mother opened the oven door to baste the
turkey, we basked in the blast of heat. We put our hands on the
outside of the oven to warm them. Then we emptied our boots of
an orange in each boot followed by hardshell nuts and hard candy
to put our cold feet in the fire-roasted but sticky boots.
We knelt before the tree to discover what Santa had brought
us. And also to keep our sockless feet from pressing against the
overheated leather. My brother and I always got cap pistols, until
we graduated to BB guns, then a .22, then a shotgun. In Texas
guns outnumber armadillos, and Christmas blows in locked and
loaded.
I spent one Christmas away from home in the Marines with
71 hours of liberty and no place to go. I hitchhiked to L.A. and
spent one night in an all-night movie theater, one night in the
bus station where I could sleep sitting up. If I stretched out I was
awakened by a cop, who was respectful of my uniform, tapping
on the soles of my shoes. I sat up and dozed until sunlight. I
returned to the barrack where I could stretch out but had to get up
at reveille, fall in outside for roll call, march to chow, and return
to duty. It was the longest liberty I ever had.
I spent one Christmas in Vietnam and handed out hard candy
and toys to kids who had never tasted candy, or seen picture puzzles or sidewalks on which to skate, sent by people back in the
world who wanted to help. The Marines had removed war toys—
guns, tanks, helicopters, war planes with which the children were
familiar and taught them how to throw footballs and frisbees,
skip rope alone or with others, hopscotch, and of course, there
were baby dolls, white babies, blonde babies, Barbie babies.

My wife, Jean, gave me a hunting rifle one Christmas and an
automatic shotgun another Christmas. I always think of guns at
Christmas.
When I was little I loved stuffed animals more than guns, and I
had asked Santa for a stuffed bear in a military uniform. America
was at war. There was no bear of no kind under the tree. What
had I done that was so bad? My thumb had been crushed when
I was six months old, and the nail was attached only to the first
half of the nail bed. I could point my thumb at a girl and bend half
the nail back to make her scream, but that wasn’t mean. That was
using my potential as Dad always told us.
I found a dead hawk that someone had shot and took it to Dad.
He cut off one claw, tied a string to a tendon, and I could pull the
string and the claw would close in some girl’s hair or maybe the
back of her neck, but that wasn’t bad. The other boys thought
it was funny. One of the older boys gave me a nickel for it. He
asked to see it and when I handed it to him to look at he walked
away with it. I followed him asking for it back, my voice a little
louder each time so that the teachers would notice, and he gave
me a nickel.
I still had another claw but I would have to tell Dad what happened to the first one.
And who told Santa? I had always been faithful to Santa and
Santa had been faithful to me. I had heard older boys at school
laughing about—No.
“Mom, Bob didn’t get a stuffed animal,” my sister said. I wasn’t
really crying but my cheeks were wet and cold. Bettye was the
oldest, and she protected me from my brother who was older,
bigger, and didn’t like stuffed animals unless they were mine.
“Did Santa bring you a teddy bear?” Mother asked, while I
waited for the dreaded another whole week speech.
“No, Ma’am,” I said and sniffed.
“Did you look everywhere?” she asked.
Why didn’t Mother say that Santa would bring it on his way
back to the North Pole? I had been good and Santa—why couldn’t
he stop by on New Year’s Eve?
“Jim, have you seen Bob’s teddy bear?” Mother asked.
“No ma’am.”
My heart failed me. Santa Claus failed me. I was afraid to
speak for fear I would cry.
“Maybe Santa dropped it outside,” Mother said. What kind of
Santa was that? Spilling presents all over the world and breaking
kids’ hearts?
Mother opened the door and the porch was covered with snow.
There were boot prints in the snow. Then I saw the stuffed bear.
It wasn’t in uniform but that didn’t matter. I picked it up to hug
but it was cold and wet. Santa had dropped my bear in the snow
and had ruined it. I knew I was going to cry and I was too big.
Mother said, “I’ll put it in the oven and when it’s dry you can
play with it.”
I was still in my flannel drop-seat longhandles and my boots
were wet and cold but I walked around the corner of the house to
follow the tracks. The tracks went to the garage and the barn. Dad
must have opened the barn doors so the reindeer could get inside
where it was warmer and the toys wouldn’t get wet. I didn’t know
why the tracks went to the garage. I could think about that later
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when it no longer mattered.
I went inside to stand by the stove to shiver and get warm and
watch my bear dry. Anybody could drop a bear in the snow. It
wasn’t Santa’s fault. I knew that. Probably one of the deer had
knocked it out of Santa’s bag and Santa hadn’t noticed. Reindeer
were like that.
Wait ’til I told the kids at school! I had seen Santa’s boot prints
in the snow. Dad had let the reindeer into the barn. I had almost
seen Santa. And he wasn’t scary like he was when he came to
school. He was a little scary but he loved everyone. How could I
have ever doubted Santa?
Mother handed me the bear. It was almost too hot to hold and
the oven had singed a bald spot on it. Santa almost ruined my
present but I pressed it to my heart. I had a teddy bear. It wasn’t
factory perfect with shiny buttons on its uniform, but I loved it all
the more for its imperfections.
Santa stopped by on New Year’s Eve and left me a bag of hard
candy and a heavy-glass pistol filled with tiny pills of hard candy.
I broke it almost before I ate all the candy inside it.
My favorite Christmas was one that Jean and I and Deirdre and
Brigid had celebrated alone. Our special Christmas. Christmas
trees had not arrived, no houses were decorated, no Santas had
appeared in stores. It was our special Christmas because I was
leaving for Vietnam. Brigid, who counted the long days until her
twelfth birthday, had won a ribbon at her school’s bicycle contest
and the opportunity to compete in the city-wide contest. Brigid
wanted a racing bicycle with gears for Christmas. Deirdre, who
was almost fourteen, wanted an Appaloosa filly. She and Brigid
each had a horse but Deirdre wanted a filly she could train and
later breed.
I don’t remember what Jean or I received. It didn’t matter. We
would make our girls’ dream come true.
I woke up to our traditional breakfast tacos. Jean and the girls
had been up for an hour, Jean preparing breakfast, the girls almost beside themselves trying to be quiet so as not to wake
me. There was neither a bicycle nor a filly under the tree. After
the first round of tacos, I put on my Santa cap and passed out
presents. We each opened our presents, expressing thanks and
admiring what the others had received. Yet, something seemed
to be missing. We asked Brigid to go outside and see if Santa
spilled a present on the way inside. Sure enough, a careless
reindeer had knocked a racing bicycle with gears out of Santa’s
sleigh.
Santa was bringing Deirdre’s filly from Pleasanton and they
had not arrived. We told Deirdre her Christmas package was late
but would be delivered. It was our Christmas but the mail still
ran. Brigid asked if she could ride her bicycle until Deirdre’s
present arrived. We whispered to her that Deirdre was getting her
Christmas wish and let her take her bike for a spin. She returned
and asked us to watch her run through the gears.
Deirdre waited outside for her package to arrive. Brigid rode
her bicycle on short jaunts ready to race home when Deirdre’s
gift arrived. Jean and I waited inside watching for a truck and
horse trailer. When the truck stopped and began backing the trailer down the driveway, Brigid raced for home. Jean and I went
outside and Deirdre watched, afraid to believe she was getting
her Christmas wish. Then the rancher opened the tailgate and
introduced us to Teresa Babe or Teresa B, as Deirdre called her,
a registered Appaloosa with a Joker B bloodline. Deirdre waited
years for Teresa B’s promised spots to appear. They never did but
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it didn’t matter.
Maybe there are no perfect Christmases free of broken dreams,
old sorrows, fearful futures, ancient grievances, dark shadows
of Christmases past. But this was ours. We sang our hymns,
prayed our prayers. There were other Christmases with much of
the world celebrating the same day, with grandparents, aunts and
uncles, cousins, and some little girl crying because she didn’t get
the bicycle that she didn’t know she wanted until Brigid got one.
But this was our special Christmas.
No need for Santa on his way back to the North Pole.
Our special Christmas was the last Christmas that the four of us
were together. Shortly after I returned from Vietnam, Brigid died
still short of her twelfth birthday.
I had been faithful and Santa had failed me. There’s no way
to describe the hollowness of our family, the void, the silence,
the extra plate, cup, spoon that no one wanted to see and no
one wanted to remove. Laughter had vanished and might never
reappear; photographs appeared documenting a missing person.
The little dog that Brigid had rescued waited for her at the end of
our road every day, although the bus didn’t stop anymore.
The death of every child is violent, regardless of the cause,
blowing a huge hole in dreams of future birthdays, Christmases,
Easters, and hunts for plastic eggs until candy inside the eggs
was replaced with hard cash, Thanksgivings with family, friends,
food, and football; Halloweens with scary masks and funny tricks,
graduations, weddings, anniversaries, new births, reunions, trips
to Mexico. The kind of violence no automatic weapons, extended
clips or bump stocks can stop, no Pentagon budget can prevent.
We each were in our own private hell, missing a piece of ourselves, each of us knowing that two other people needed us to
help them carry their unbearable burden when we were driven
into the earth by our own unbearable load. I wanted to run someplace where I felt no one else’s pain so that I could endure my
own. Jean held us together as best she could. Jean and I talked
of a suicide pact but it couldn’t be murder/suicide. We had to go
together but we couldn’t both desert Deirdre. Which of us was
the stronger to stay behind and help Deidre with her grief and the
confusion of teenage years?
Teresa B. was a companion when Deirdre needed to be alone
but not by herself so that Deirdre could talk and cry. Deirdre’s
friend, Pam, called us Mom and Dad, and brought laughter into
the house.
What had we done that was so bad? Nothing. We were ordinary parents, giving our children what we believed they needed—love, time, vacations, vaccinations, braces, regular checkups
with their doctors, education, Sunday School, piano lessons for
Deirdre, guitar lessons for Brigid, riding lessons for both, although they believed they knew everything they needed to know.
Some things spilled. Some things were singed or got wet. Most
of all, we wanted to give them a safe home and a safe life that
every parent wants to give and no parent can give. Not even God.
I endure Christmas with its joy as fake as the snow in store windows, as false as Rudolph’s red nose, as artificial as the lighted
Christmas trees.
Santa will return on New Year’s Eve, but it’s the longest week
of the year.

Still Lucky

Dennis Gittinger
In the fall of 1968, just south of the Demilitarized Zone, some
tankers in the 1/77 Armor decided Landing Zone Nancy needed a
flag. So we set the pole in stone.
And raised Old Glory.
Pulling guard duty with a marine is
never boring, especially when you get
to play with a .50-caliber machine gun
after packing a puny M-16 all day.
By midnight, all we could see was
the glow of two joints accompanied by
that unforgettable aroma wafting our
way from the bunker to our left. I told
the marine that I never understood getting stoned when the Viet
Cong might be in the shadows. He said that he never understood
not getting stoned when the Viet Cong might be in the shadows.
As he lit up, I strained to detect movement of any sort in the invisible rice paddy before us. Seeing nothing, my paranoid brain
amused me with its own visions of what could happen next.
Since the jarhead (marine) was on his second tour, I asked him
what the view was like when there were no Viet Cong in the area.
He assured me that it looked exactly like what we saw before us.
Relieved, I asked him about the view when there were Viet Cong
in the area. He nonchalantly offered that it looked exactly like
what we saw before us. When I wondered aloud how we could
possibly tell whether or not there were hundreds of V.C. about to
overrun us, he responded matter-of-factly, “We can’t.”
Forty-eight years later, I found out the same thing is true when
you’re looking for cancer in a CT scan.
Much of the joy in life is made possible because you never
know if you are about to die. Ever hopeful, you make ambitious
plans for the future, but you live in the now. In one heartbeat,
someone could slip out of the shadows and make it your last.
Even when faced with a frightening diagnosis, you never know
whether the cure will be found in time. It’s like watching your
buddies get picked off by a sniper and knowing you’re in the
sights of his AK-47, with no clue if the cavalry will arrive before
he pulls the trigger. So, as you wage hope, you plan your life, and
you still live in the moment. But it’s a lot harder.
Dealing with war is like teaching a teenager how to drive: you
simply assume you are going to die. In case you actually survive
the experience, the rest of your life is a bonus. And while you’re
waiting for the one with your name on it, you never feel like the
hero people will make of you in a few decades. Instead, you just
do your job, which eventually means everyone covers everyone
else’s ass. No worries.
It’s hard to appreciate a country’s
beauty when half of its inhabitants
are trying to kill you and the rest just
want your money. Compounding
the problem is the fact that you
can’t tell who’s who. Papasan
(adult male) will buy a case of
cokes from the supply sergeant
for fifteen dollars—an outrageous
sum in 1968—then sell them back
to the G.I.s for a buck apiece. The
domino theory notwithstanding, communism can’t survive when
the black market can turn a 60% profit in 24 hours. A soldier on

R & R might spend a week with mamasan (adult female) for a
few hundred bucks, then go back, get his penicillin shot, and die
with a smile on his face.
But, in retrospect, the country was beautiful. There’s something unforgettable about seeing a two-year-old ride a half-ton
water buffalo in a rice paddy. Or babysan (young child) running
around sans pants until he’s potty trained, which is not a bad plan,
especially when your floor is made of dirt. Or a bunch of kids
at the orphanage begging for some chop-chop (food) from the
passing convoy of soldiers, most of whom were more interested
in boom-boom than chop-chop. (Boom-boom is what papasan
hopes mamasan will share with him.)
Being at war in a faraway place does funny things to people.
They tend to write home a lot, for example, and not just because
they get to write “FREE” to cover the postage.
And most of them smoke, figuring that cancer is way down on
the list of things to worry about. Eventually, of course, for those
who live long enough, cancer inches towards the top of that list.
To remind them of better times, they create a little bit of home
by flying their flags, painting their girlfriends’ names on their
jeeps, and displaying pictures of naked women. Red. Blooded.
American. For a little diversion, they sit on top of their hooch
(modest dwelling), open a cold one, and ooh and aah at the napalm
strikes in the Z as if they were fireworks at Six Flags. Once in a
while, for our viewing pleasure, Charlie blows up an ammo dump.
Now that’s entertainment. (Napalm is a mixture of gasoline with
a jelly-like substance which allows slower combustion. It also
sticks to people better than pure gasoline. Better dying through
chemistry. “Z” is short for DMZ, the demilitarized zone, a definite
misnomer. The Viet Cong had concrete bunkers in there, and our
tanks, operating out of Con Thien, would blow them up on a
regular basis by shooting their main guns at point-blank range.
“Charlie” is a nickname for the Viet Cong, or V.C.—“Victor
Charlie” in the phonetic alphabet—not to be confused with the
NVA, the regular North Vietnamese Army.)
Then there are the occasional awards ceremonies, where Bronze
Stars and Silver Stars are dispensed, and everyone pretends that
these baubles are somehow commensurate with what one had to
do to earn them, like wipe out a bunch of V.C. with your quad
50’s. Or do something really, really stupid.
Capable of firing 1,000 to 1,500 rounds per minute, Quad 50’s
consist of four .50-caliber machine guns mounted on a five-ton
truck or a deuce-and-a-half, a vehicle designed to carry 2.5 tons
of anything. Charlie did not like these.
War also does funny things to the locals. Most of them expect
to be dead when they grow up. So they grow up way too fast,
especially the street kids, who smoke and swear just like the soldiers who give them good cigarettes and bad words.
Some become entrepreneurs, selling cokes, whiskey, or
themselves. Young artists will engrave a really cool map of the
country on your Zippo lighter for 500 P (Piaster, about $4.50), or
one new P-38. I got my Zippo at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma, for winning
the brigade Soldier of the Month contest. Of course, it cost me
more to break starch than the lighter was worth, but glory is
priceless, isn’t it? (Break starch: Put on fresh khakis or fatigues
that have so much starch in them that the
arms and legs are sealed shut. The P-38 is an
opener for C-rations. Normally, a case of C’s
would feed six soldiers, but it included only
one P-38, which is why they were treasured,
sometimes fought over. This Korean-era
P-38 [right] belonged to George Gittinger.)
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Dateline March 25, 1969, a little south of the Z. There are about
4,000 G.I.s occupying Landing Zone (LZ) Nancy and trying not
to get killed. Most of them are getting short. (Short: having little
time until DEROS, Date Eligible to Return from Over Seas.
Short-timer: someone who is “short,” and therefore unwilling to
take chances.) They’re attached to the Third Marine Division,
which makes staying alive significantly more difficult. Gyrenes
(Marines have lots of nicknames) seem to be preoccupied with one
thing only: determining who gets credit for the body count. When
a chopper needs to land, we check for mines by firing our M-16s
into the dirt, but that’s too wussy for the marines, who clear the
site by stomping the ground with their feet. ARMY: “Ain’t Ready
for the Marines Yet.” (Chopper: helicopter. Some were gunships,
which Charlie hated. Some, like the “flying crane,” could carry
artillery pieces and other heavy stuff. Others, marked with a Red
Cross for safety, were used to medevac the wounded. Charlie
shot at all of them.) Anyway, Nancy sits on a few hundred acres
of what used to be jungle so dense that it swallowed your jeep
as you drove through it, not knowing if Charlie was three feet
from your vehicle. Now it’s completely defoliated. Not a blade
of grass in sight, although there is a lot of dust. Agent Orange:
better living through chemistry. (Agent Orange: a powerful
herbicide and defoliant containing trace amounts of dioxin, a
toxic impurity suspected of causing serious health problems,
including cancer and genetic damage, in some persons exposed
to it and birth defects in their offspring; used during the Vietnam
War to defoliate jungles and generate disabled veterans.)
To remind us of The World—the good old U.S. of A.—that
we’re fighting for, some G.I.s have just finished erecting a flag
pole for raising the Stars and Stripes. More about that later.
Nancy has no plumbing of any kind, but at least we have hot
showers now. The artillery guys have added sandbags to theirs,
probably because someone told them that the life expectancy is
really short for soldiers in their
MOS. (Military Occupational
Specialty. A code, such as
“1193” or “13E40” identified
one’s job description.) Some
engineer invented a cool
device for heating water. It’s a
hollow, metal, doughnut-shaped
contraption that sits in a barrel
of water and burns kerosene,
which slowly drips through
a long tube connected to the
doughnut. The whole thing is
precariously balanced on the wooden roof of a shower that has
little privacy and even less water pressure, but at least you get
clean. For about 10 minutes. Then the heat and humidity reclaim
your body. Your fatigues smell like mold most of the time, even
when they first come back from the local mamasan who does the
laundry, using only elbow grease and a large rock in the nearest
river. One particularly humid night, after I took off my jungle
boots and socks, I began to rub my aching feet. Without warning,
all the skin on my left ankle just slid off my foot into my hands
as if I had sliced it with a filet knife. Jungle rot. Very weird. But I
didn’t think too much about it, probably because Charlie had just
finished shelling us, and one of the rockets had landed so close
to Hines that he crapped in his pants. No one laughed; he was
just expressing what we all were feeling. He, particularly, was
pleased that we now had showers (and equally pleased that he was
in his skivvies) in contrast to our situation a few months earlier
at Wunder Beach, where we were waiting for the tanks to arrive.
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We had been in-country—that is, Vietnam as opposed to The
World—for three weeks and hadn’t had a shower. Finally, our
own aroma persuaded us to follow our noses to the South China
Sea for a quick rinse. I didn’t particularly care for the salt water
so, with a little rope, a few tent poles, and a gallon jug, I rigged
an improbable shower in the sand outside my tent. It didn’t
really work very well. Mercifully, the first monsoon arrived in
September. About a hundred of us stripped naked and ran around
the beach with a bar of soap. Several bars, actually. We looked
like a bunch of frat boys on spring break. If only I had a movie
camera, I could’ve won the jackpot on America’s Funniest
Videos. Anyway, having access to a real shower is not something
we take for granted. The latrines (restrooms) the engineers built
are comparable to the showers. We use them only for number 2.
For number 1, we either go in the jungle or use one of the large
shell casings buried halfway in the mud outside our bunkers.
A curved sheet of metal serves as a modesty panel, although
modesty is little more than a mildly amusing concept.
Serendipitously, the panels actually perform a nice service
on windy days. I recall standing at one of those shell casings
on December 25, 1968, while listening to Christmas carols on
speakers generally used only to warn us of incoming. (Incoming:
rockets or mortars fired at us by Charlie, or, on a bad day, by our
own artillery. Not that that ever happened, of course, except for the
time our own artillery killed one of our battalion commanders.)
It was drizzling, and the sound was bad, foreshadowing an
episode of M*A*S*H, and it was definitely different from all my
other Christmases back in The World. When I need the latrine,
I generally head for the three-seater when there’s no one else
around (I’m shy). We used to have a one-seater, but it was so
full of shrapnel holes and maggots that no one would use it. Too
creepy. Eventually, Doc made us burn it because of the maggots.
Anyway, the latrines were designed so that the waste fell into
barrels strategically placed under the butt-sized holes carved in
the plywood.
We have developed a new appreciation for things most people
take for granted, like gravity, for example. Every day, we dread
getting picked for the detail somewhat-less-than affectionately
known as “burning the poop.” We awake each morning to the
sight and smell of smoke billowing from several hundred burning
barrels of excreta laced with diesel fuel. But hey, I’m making boo
coo bucks for ti-ti toil: $318 per month, tax-free, for working
only 125 hours per week, or sometimes longer if Charlie is in the
mood to work late. (Boo-coo: much or many, from “beaucoup,”
one of many vestiges of the French presence in Vietnam. Titi: opposite of “boo-coo.”) I remember getting a letter from a
friend who was upset because her banker husband was called
to work unexpectedly one Saturday morning. Amused, I pointed
out that my schedule was 6:00 AM to midnight, 7 days a week,
taking time off only to eat and pray a little on Sunday. Now, I
wasn’t particularly devout, but I went to those Sunday services
religiously. Is there another way? I figured it couldn’t hurt.
Mostly, I prayed that if I was going to buy the farm, let it be
sooner rather than later. (Buy the farm: qualify for a small piece
of real estate at Arlington.) It seemed better to die early than to
almost make it to DEROS. Anyway, I asked her to forgive my
lack of sympathy for a banker working a little weekend overtime
back in The World.
So today, I wake up as usual when the Cav (Cavalry) radios
in its status report. I was up late last night calling in choppers to
medevac some wounded out in the boonies. (Boondocks, rugged
terrain far from the safety of the LZ.) It’s an important job, one that
requires precision and accuracy when determining and relaying

the coordinates to the chopper pilots. If anybody screws up, everybody dies. It was a good job for a future math professor.
After three missions had been completed, I got one last call: a
soldier had been stung by a centipede. Now, these ugly, bloodred creatures—the centipedes, not the soldiers—are about eight
inches long and a half inch wide, with a three-quarter-inch stinger
that will definitely put your military butt in a sling. But it was too
dangerous to deploy a chopper for a centipede sting in the middle
of the night, so I just told the poor guy “Xin loi (sorry about that)
Mike Foxtrot (M.F.) Sit tight; you can di-di mau at first light.”
(Di-di: leave the area. Di-di mau: di-di now.)
As usual, I slept in the Tactical Operations Center (TOC), one
of Charlie’s favorite targets. Recently, we had discovered that
our Vietnamese barber had mapped the area around the TOC by
pacing it off a little each day. Imagine what that did to his tips,
especially after he ate the dog.
I’m heading out for some morning bennies (benefits, especially food) with Major Benson, the X.O. (executive officer). I’m
telling him about how ungraceful his predecessor, Major Pihl,
looked when he had to cross a river in a sampan (small boat) built
for someone half his size; no one else got that deluxe accommodation. Floods had destroyed the bridge, so we were “swimming”
the tracked vehicles across the river and had to follow a specific
line. To be sure that the tracks stayed on the right path, I volunteered to be the guide. So I grabbed a rope and jumped in.
As we exit the TOC, we notice a couple of dozen of Charlie’s
favorite toys, rocket propelled grenades (RPG’s) and 122 millimeter rockets (122 mike-mikes) stuck in the merciful mud, which
prevented them from exploding and interrupting our unpleasant
dreams a few hours earlier. Large projectiles flying through the
air make a whistling sound. We learn to sleep through outgoing
shells—like those from our 155 mm howitzers—whose lullaby
is “BOOM! Whistle.” But when we hear “Whistle. BOOM!” we
wake up to a nightmare. One night, the USS New Jersey was
firing very noisy 2000-pound shells, screaming at a half mile a
second toward targets twenty miles inland. They failed to notify
us in advance of those fire missions. To this day, I remain a little
irked at the Navy.
Anyway, Major Benson and I stop at the mail tent to talk to
Murray, who’s still in his skivvies, looking nothing like the
federal judge he will become in a few years. We walk past the
bodies of two unfortunate Viet Cong sappers (commandos armed
with explosives) who crawled under the concertina wire, and had
their brains blown out by Claymore mines. We wonder what the
hell they were thinking: two guys attacking a base defended by
several thousand G.I.s don’t have much of a chance. We figure
that they were on drugs. We’ve heard that the V.C. have been told
that our tanks are made of plywood and two-by-fours. Now, the
engineers are very good with wood, but they’re not that good.
Still, Charlie attacks the 60-ton machines with remarkable panache, but to no effect. When the V.C. are swarming all over one
tank, another one hoses it down with its machine gun. The marines hate that, because the tankers don’t get many purple hearts.
And of course, there’s the ever-present issue of who gets credit
for the body count. Anyway, we walk a little farther and then we
notice something that really gets our attention: the flag isn’t flying. Lying on the ground in a heap is the lanyard that attaches it
to the pole. It turns out that the guy in charge of the flag had been
on guard duty all night, so some rookie had taken the flag down
but failed to secure the line. Benson says to me, “Sergeant, how
are we going to get that flag back up where it belongs?” So I say,
“Well, since you got stuff on your collar and I got stuff on my

sleeve, I guess I’m going to have to climb it.” (Officers wear their
rank on their collars; enlisted men wear theirs on their sleeves.)
Funny thing is, Benson’s driver—he’s the other guy in the picture, the smart one, the one who’s NOT on the flagpole—says
to me, “Don’t do it, Gitt! That pole’s not strong enough to hold
you!” (In the Army, we truncate everybody’s name. It’s easier
to remember one-syllable soldiers; we’re efficient like that.) So
anyway, Benson says, “Yeah, it’ll hold you, go ahead and go for
it.” So I take off my boots and shirt and hook the rope to my belt
loop and shinny up the pole. (I did not shimmy, as some have
reported, nor am I equipped to do so. That is an entirely different
move on an entirely different pole.)
Everybody’s pretty impressed, especially the guy with the
camera. I get to the top and the pole starts to bend, probably
because I’m much heavier than the flag, and I look down and
see a bunch of angry tent stakes
protruding four feet out of the ground
and pointing at me like a platoon of
steel fingers chanting “Du-dit! Du-dit!”
(the middle finger salute). I mumble
some obscenity and shift my weight by
swinging around to the other side of the
pole. Later, I would realize that, if I had
NOT shifted my weight at that precise
moment, many of the top ten reasons
I’m the luckiest guy on the planet—a
point to which I’ll return shortly—
would never have come to exist.
Suddenly, the pole snaps and I think, “Jeez, Benson is really
going to have a case of the ass (be really angry) because I broke
his flagpole.” At this point, nobody’s impressed, especially the
cameraman, Guy Holmes, who sent me these pictures 30 years
after the fact. Anyway, I’m lying there trying to get sympathy
so Benson doesn’t holler at me, and the only guy with any actually functioning brains—the guy who said the pole wasn’t strong
enough to hold me—runs over and says, “Hey Gitt, your foot’s
bleeding.” Benson leans over me and I can tell he feels really
bad for telling me to climb that sorry pole, but all he can say is,
“Damn it, Gitt!” So I look down and my left foot has exploded
out the side and I can see blood gushing into the air like a KoolAid fountain, and then I realize that maybe I’m in some pain here.
Turns out my right foot is also slightly broken, but the left one
has my undivided attention. My hands suddenly feel like they’re
on fire, and I notice that all the skin on my palms has been shredded, and I’ve got gravel imbedded deep in the exposed red flesh.
The medic shows up and puts a pressure bandage on my foot and
wraps my hands, and then a couple of guys carry my sorry butt
to a jeep and haul me to the battalion aid station, affectionately
known as “Ram Rod Body Shop,” reflecting our current radio
call sign. There, Doc looks at my feet and hands and says, “How
the hell did you do that, Gitt?” He does what he can, which is
mostly shake his head at yet another dinky-dau (crazy) idiot and
try to stop the bleeding with a pressure dressing. Then they throw
me back into the jeep, at which point Holmes comes running up
with my pipe and tobacco, figuring I could use a smoke. So we
bounce on the dirt road all the way to Camp Evans a couple of
klicks (km) south. The medics offer me morphine but I tell them
to just give me two aspirin. When Charles is shooting at you, you
want to have your brain working right, at least as right as it can,
and clearly mine has not been functioning too well all morning.
Anyway, I get to the MASH at Evans and the doc looks at my feet
and hands and says, “How the hell did you do that, Gitt?” I don’t
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answer because I’m mesmerized by the air-conditioned hospital
tent, which was inflated like one of those jumping castles you see
at birthday parties, but not quite as much fun. Still, it was pretty
awesome after eight months in the Z, which was almost as hot as
Texas. Anyway, before the docs try to put my foot back together,
they decide to numb me just from the waist down, so this really
cute nurse gives me a shot in the lower back. After about two
minutes I’m somewhat concerned, because one of the groin
boys feels like it’s in a vise, and also because I can’t feel myself
breathe. I never before realized that you actually do feel yourself
breathe, and it’s weird when you suddenly can’t. So they give me
a general anesthetic and, right before I go under, Charlie starts
shelling us with mortars and 122 mike-mikes and I think, “Damn
it, this is a hospital! What’s the point?” Next thing I know it’s two
days later and the same nurse is waking me up and I look at her
and smile. And puke all over her. Damn. First unarmed woman
I see in a year and I toss her my cookies. I guess it wasn’t too
good for her either. So anyway, I’m hooked up to IVs and stuff
for a week and I get a couple of blood transfusions, which, years
later, I find out gives me hepatitis, which is why the vampires
at the blood bank leave me alone. They decide to chopper my
butt to the 95th Evac Hospital in Da Nang. I spend my first night
on a stretcher about three feet from this guy who keeps us both
awake with his moaning. His legs have just been blown off, so I
guess he’s entitled. I did notice that, under the skin, we’re all the
same color. And besides, I’m feeling really lucky, almost like a
malingerer or something. The next day, the doc looks at my feet
and hands and says, “How the hell did you do that, Gitt?” They
keep me there for a week and then send me to Yokohama, Japan.
I immediately notice that the pillars holding up the building seem
way too large for the two-story hospital they’re supporting. First
night there, I find out why. About midnight, the blinds on the
windows start swaying back and forth and the floor begins to
shake. Earthquake. “Damn,” I’m thinking, “by some miracle, I
survive the ’Nam and now I’m going to buy the farm because
of a lousy earthquake, and I’ve got casts on both legs to boot.”
But, luckily, it’s a small earthquake, and everything’s cool.
Next morning, I see the doc and he looks at my feet and hands
and says, “How the hell did you do that, Gitt?” They prepare
to operate on me again and want to numb me from the waist
down and I say, “No way, José! You’re putting my butt under!”
So they oblige and then do what they can to fix me up, but one
of my ankles is pretty much destroyed, which is why I now get
to shop at the PX and park in the handicapped lot. After about
three weeks of not getting out of bed, but not really being sick,
except for that hepatitis thing, I begin to miss the little things in
life. Like a real toilet. A bedpan is better than nothing, of course,
and a hell of a lot better than many alternatives, but it’s just not
the same as actually sitting down and getting the job done. So
one night I ask one of the larger medics to carry me to the can.
He doesn’t want to do it because I’m supposed to be confined to
my bed. I remind him that it’s 2:00 A.M. and no one’s watching,
but he’s unmoved. Then he hears a sinister growl coming from
the direction of my gut, and when he realizes that he’s on bedpan
duty, he deftly slings me over his shoulder and carries me off to
the head. We don’t exactly look like Lancelot and Guinevere—or
even a scene from the prequel to Brokeback Mountain—but it all
works out and he deposits me back in my bed. After a week or so,
I finally get to use a wheelchair to go to the mess hall and cruise
the wards. A guy from Chicago, Eddie, decides to call me Speedy;
the name sticks. Three times a day, I roll past his bed, and he
shoves the red stump of his left leg in my face and asks me how
it looks. After a careful perusal, I always offer the same answer:
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“raw hamburger.” Then there’s this marine across the aisle from
me whose father, an admiral, pulled some strings to get the Army
to do some cheesy operation on his toes so he wouldn’t have to
go to ’Nam. Wimp. For our nightly entertainment, a gorgeous
nurse, with blond hair hanging down halfway to heaven, comes
in and wheels the marine— “twinkle toes” we call him—into the
office on the other side of the wall next to my bed. The rest of
us get to listen to them doing what comes naturally, which is just
what a bunch of wounded and horny G.I.’s need to hear. Then she
wheels him back to his bed and leaves, and all 30 of us cheer and
clap like he’s some kind of hero.
Two weeks later, I find out that LZ Nancy got overrun by the
Viet Cong. This time, there were a lot more than two of them.
Again, I realize that I may just be the luckiest guy alive. Anyway,
after three weeks in Japan, they ship me home on a hospital plane.
The dude on the intercom is telling us what to do in case we crash
into the Pacific. In response to a question from the guy in the
next stretcher, he says, “Oh, don’t worry, a medic will get you all
life jackets,” and we’re thinking, “Yeah, right; if we crash, your
military butt is going to be hanging on to anything that floats
and all of us stretcher jockeys will race to Davy Jones’s locker.”
But, luckily, nothing happens. So we land at Kelly AFB and get
bussed to Beach Pavilion at Fort Sam Houston, where the doc
looks at my feet and hands and says… “How the hell did you do
that Gitt?”
Many years later, I found myself standing at The Wall in DC. I
never figured that it would affect me. I was dead wrong. Whoever
is responsible got it exactly right. It’s perfect, in stark contrast to
the war itself. I didn’t understand what a tragedy it was until I
saw my own bright-eyed sons turn draft age. Only then did I feel
the outrage. Some things never change: politicians always voting
the party line; single dads playing catch with their youngsters
every other weekend in cheap apartment parking lots; the old
sending the young off to kill and to die, for reasons known only
to the ungrateful dead. Robert McNamara’s book, In Retrospect,
reveals that he and President Johnson knew for a long time that
we couldn’t win the war but didn’t want to look like cowards.
Maybe—in retrospect—it would’ve been braver to quit. But
then, who’d get credit for the body count?
Sometimes, the hard things in life seem easy to those who’ve
done something truly difficult, like going to breakfast with your
buddy and then stepping over his body on your way to lunch.
That day at the Wall, I especially wanted to find the name of
that buddy, Dennis Robert Tripp. (See www.virtualwall.org/dt/
TrippDR01a.htm.)
The whole flagpole incident might never have happened if
Major Benson’s predecessor, Major Pihl—now a retired three-star
general—hadn’t been wounded months earlier, when someone
stepped on a mine just south of the Z. Tripp was Pihl’s driver. On
that overcast October morning in 1968, we were playing showand-tell. Tripp was proudly showing me a fly, entombed in a ball
of wax, that the Vietnamese barber had recently removed from
his ear, all included in the price of a haircut. In turn, I was telling
him about the time the supply sergeant, Jesse Derryberry, and I
were driving a jeep through the jungle when we encountered a
cobra on the trail. That was back in the time I was into killing
things for dinner—or for grins—so I jumped out with my M-16,
but D.B. told me to sit my butt down and just run over the snake
with our vehicle. That night we had a much closer call, as Charlie
decided to send a salvo of 122 mike-mikes in our direction.
I recounted the incident to Tripp:
After the first explosion, I sat upright on the edge of my cot. Out

of habit, I slipped into my shower shoes (flip flops). The next
rocket hit so close that it sounded like a thunderbolt booming
a few feet above my head. I hauled butt to the nearest bunker.
It was a makeshift affair, made of sandbags and steel planks. It
was only about four feet high, but designed for times when you
didn’t really want to stand tall anyway. As I was running, I lost
both shower shoes. When I found them in the morning, they were
approximately 20 feet apart—and there were no footprints between them, which illustrates the old maxim, “Motivation is the
key to everything.” After all the excitement, it was really hard to
go back to sleep that night, but eventually I did. Next morning,
I found that one of the rockets had sheared a six-inch-diameter
support pole completely in half, and in the process killed a handful of troopers in the next tent. When I returned to get my gear, I
noticed that my duffle bag was on the floor, instead of on the cot
where I had left it. I picked it up, setting off a tear-gas grenade
that some prankster had used as a booby trap. I was unable to
see for 15 minutes. I never found out who did it, which is why
I’m not in LBJ (Long Binh Jail, originally Long Binh Stockade,
but the last word was changed to match the initials of President
Johnson.)
Just then, Phil called for Tripp to get the jeep and di-di mau.
Tripp mouthed a perfunctory “I’ll see you later,” and took off.
Within a few minutes, the call came on the radio: “The following
have been killed, Tripp, Dennis… .” The rest of the message was
lost along with my friend. It lies frozen in time, entombed like a
fly in a ball of wax in my brain, next to this moment that haunts
me still. He was 22. A baby. He never got to experience a life like
mine. No career, no kids, no grandkids. He never met his special
friend, his soul mate, who’s still out there somewhere, looking in
vain for him, not even knowing he’s already gone. And he never
even got to see me later.
All dressed up in my fancy suit, and ashamed only by my existence, I cried for him at The Wall that day. People pretended
not to notice. No one made fun of me. I got some slips of paper,
which an old lady volunteer was giving out to vets in search of
catharsis, and made rubbings of some names. All I can do is live
the best way I know how and honor these comrades who never
got a chance to grow up. But why am I so lucky? I came within a
dice-throw of being the major’s driver.

might have had some putz for my father, and then where
would I be? I hope you understand that everyone’s life you
touch is better because of it.
The truth is, you are lucky as hell, but we all are. So by all
means remember your friends. Cry for them. Honor them. But
never feel like you don’t deserve to be here or that it’s wrong
for them to have died, and you to have lived. That is bullshit,
and I know that they would agree.
Anyway, I’m finding it very difficult to sign off without saying “I’ll see you later!” So how about I just say I love you.
Paul
Obviously, I’ve done something really, really right. Or maybe
I’m just…lucky.

All Aboard
Within our crystal ball we can’t quite see,
As wave-by-wave, our journey is revealed.
We set our sails without a guarantee,
And know not when, or how, our fate is sealed.
A ship lies safe when not too far from shore,
In waters still, where ill winds seldom go.
But ships are sound and pine for so much more—
for oceans deep, where swifter breezes blow.
Upon the seas, at last our craft sets sail.
And spirits us beyond familiar sands.
As one, we parry storms, the winds, and hail
To taste the magic air in distant lands.
At journey’s end, our grail lies not in wait,
But sails with us, the sailing is our fate.
And now, here are the top 10 reasons I’m the luckiest guy who
ever lived: Deb, Katie; Mike, Grace, Paul; Wesley, Corey, Mackenzie; Tommy, and Bobby.

Someone once asked me what I missed most in the war. My
answer surprised even me: my feelings. When your friends are
dying, you pretend that it doesn’t matter. You withhold your love,
your caring. Love and caring hurt too much. In order not to feel
bad, you choose to feel nothing at all. So I encourage my family
and friends to enjoy their lives, their journeys—and each other—
at all times. Live life now. Later is not guaranteed. Don’t put
happiness on hold waiting for a milestone that might just be a
headstone. Carpe diem. It’s all we’ve got. The past is gone. Tomorrow is just an oft-broken promise. If you love someone, tell
him. If you care, tell her. Especially if a friend ever leaves you
saying, “I’ll see you later.”
Then I got this from my oldest child.
Dear Dad,
I meant to respond to you sooner about this. I’m glad you
got to go back to The Wall; it seems to be a healing place for
a lot of people. I’m glad they built it.
As for your question, “Why am I so lucky?” the answer is,
you are not the only one who is lucky. Everyone who knows
you is lucky, especially your family. If it wasn’t for you, I
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Short Fiction
Why Would I Lie?
Paul Juhasz

We build it out of happiness and out of anxiety. We build it with
the aching nostalgia of wonder. We build it out of tradition and
custom. We understand the sheltering value of fantasy, and so its
supports are illusion and joy. And we guard it fiercely, because
above all else, it is built out of our love, and it is built out of our
fear.
It all almost came crashing down on December 14, 2006.
Jack was in the upstairs study, trying to shoehorn a little more
work in before they all left for the mall when he heard it:
Kyle, nine, to Tyler, just turned seven a few weeks ago:
“Santa Claus isn’t real.”
It had been a struggle to keep Kyle in the fold, and in fact Jack
and his wife suspected that he saw through the charade last year
but has kept pretending to believe in an adept move to guarantee
more presents under the tree. But now, out of some petty older
sibling spite, he was putting Tyler at risk.
Not Tyler. Not yet. They had worked too hard to lose Tyler so
soon.
Jack thought of the elaborate ruses he and Kelly constructed to
keep it going. Taking the kids to the post office to mail their lists
to Santa. The personalized emails from the Big Guy to each kid,
specifically mentioning the big-ticket item they had asked for.
The NORAD tracking. The tying of bells to the pine tree on the
side of the house with no windows. The footprints.
And it wasn’t just Christmas season.
There were the furtive fumblings under the pillow in the name
of the Tooth Fairy. The awkward explanations when he and Kelly
woke up in the morning and realized they had both forgotten and
had to leave the quarters or dollar bills on the child’s napkin at
breakfast.
“Think of all the thousands of kids around the world that may
have lost a tooth last night, Sweetie,” Kelly would explain, “and
the Tooth Fairy has to cover them all. Sometimes she is so busy,
she doesn’t have time to do the under the pillow exchange.”
At Easter, half eaten carrots and more footprints.
And then Tyler came home from school one day and explained
to them that if he caught a leprechaun on St. Patrick’s Day, he’d
be entitled to the creature’s pot of gold. But if he failed, “the leprechaun leaves a present in appreciation of the effort.”
So now every year they had to build a trap, bait it with Lucky
Charms (a clever way around the normal sugary cereal ban he
and Kelly have imposed), and leave each kid a present in it.
True, it was exhausting. But when they pulled it off each year,
each season, the results were beautiful beyond words.
But Jack was under no illusions; Santa was the lynchpin.
And Kyle was risking everything.
Not Tyler, he thought again. Not yet. He’s only seven. Not yet.
So Jack thundered down the steps, thrusting a “Ready to go,
guys?” into the argument.
Turning to Tyler, he added, “Guess who I was just on the phone
with?”
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“Your boss?”
“No. Well, sorta. I was on with Santa.”
Despite what his older brother was saying a few moments ago,
the excitement couldn’t be suppressed.
“Really? Santa? You talk to him on the phone?”
“That’s right. Your mom and I have weekly progress reports
with him. We go over your lists and update him on how good
you’re being.”
Jack caught Kyle rolling his eyes over his brother’s shoulder
and shot him a glare that said “You shut it down. Right. Now.”
Turning back to Tyler, he added: “Some little seven-year-old
boy seems to be in line for one heck of a haul this year.”
Jack was not above a little bribery. Well worth it to keep this
going.
“Dad,” Tyler asked in the car, doubt once more creeping into
his mind, “is there really a Santa?”
“Of course there is. Why would I lie about that?”
“OK, Dad.”
It all could have come crashing down on April 29, 2007.
“Hey, Tyler,” Jack called down from the study, “can you do me
a favor and run down to the basement and grab my phone? I think
I left it on the coffee table.”
After waiting several minutes, Jack called down again.
After a few more minutes, Kyle entered the study with the
phone.
“Oh, sorry, Kyle. I thought Tyler was down there.”
“He is.”
“Why didn’t he answer?”
“He was pretending he couldn’t hear you.”
“Why on Earth would he do that?”
“He’s afraid to go down to the basement.”
“He is?”
“Yeah. Afraid of all the monsters down there.” Kyle rolled his
eyes in mockery.
“Hmm. Thanks for bringing up the phone. Can you ask Tyler to
come up here, please?”
“Sure, Dad.”
A few minutes later, Tyler sheepishly entered the study, assuming he was in trouble for not listening.
“Have a seat, Tyler.”
Jack sat on the edge of the desk opposite.
“So what’s this I hear that you’re afraid to go down to the basement?”
“I am not!” Tyler answered defiantly. “Did Kyle say that?”
“Well, yes he did, but that’s not important. And you don’t need
to get upset. There’s nothing to be ashamed of.”
“There isn’t?”
“No. It’s OK to be afraid of things. Most people are.”
“You’re not afraid of things.”
“That’s not true. There’s a lot of things I’m afraid of.”
“Really?”
As Jack looked at his son’s face, he could see that this news had
a foundational impact, a new color had been suddenly introduced
to the palate of his world.
“What kind of things?”
It would be too dark to admit to the real list: failing to protect
and provide, dying too early, letting reality intrude too soon. But it
was vital, for the point to stand, to give Tyler something concrete.

“Bears.”
“Really? Why are you afraid of bears?”
“Because they eat people,” Jack answered.
“Not all bears,” Tyler replied. “Most bears don’t.”
“So there are good bears and bad bears?”
Tyler nodded sagely.
“Hmm. That’s a good way of looking at it. Now, why are you
afraid to go down to the basement?”
“I’m not afraid to go down. I just don’t like to go down there
alone.”
“Oh. I see. And why is that?”
Tyler hesitated a few moments before answering:
“Monsters.”
“Monsters, huh? Yeah, that’d do it. Monsters are pretty scary.
And you think monsters are in the basement?”
Again, Tyler paused, embarrassed, before nodding.
“Are they in the entire basement? Or just the unfinished part?”
“Which is the unfinished part?”
“The part where we store stuff, not where we have the couches
and the TV.”
“Then in the unfinished part.”
“So you’re OK going down to the finished part?”
Tyler shook his head.
“There’s the door to the other part.”
“Yeah, you’re right. There is the door. I didn’t think of that. Are
you afraid of all monsters?”
Tyler nodded.
“Even the good ones?”
“The good ones?”
“Well, sure. Just like with the bears. There are good monsters
and bad monsters. I would hope you wouldn’t be afraid of the
good ones. The good ones, like the Guardian Monster.”
“The what?”
“The Guardian Monster. You don’t know about the Guardian
Monster?”
Tyler shook his head.
“Oh, dear. I just assumed you knew. Here, lean in.”
Jack motioned with his fingers to come closer. Secret time.
In a lowered voice, Jack explained:
“You’re right. There are monsters in the basement. In most
basements, actually. Attics too. But I found a Guardian Monster
to live down there. You haven’t seen it?”
Tyler shook his head. “But what’s a Guardian Monster?” he
asked.
“A Guardian Monster is a good monster whose job is to protect
the people who live in a house, especially the children, from the
other monsters. You sure you haven’t seen it?”
“No, Dad. I haven’t. What does it look like?”
Jack acted puzzled by this information.
“Well, I suppose it’s afraid to scare you.”
“But I thought you said it was a good monster.”
“Oh, it is. It is. But since its job is to scare the bad monsters, it
has to look very, very, scary. I remember that I didn’t see the one
in my house growing up until I was fourteen or so.”
“You had one in your house?”
“Oh, absolutely. It’s still there. That’s how I got this one. Last
time I was at your grandparents’ house, I went down to the basement and asked if it could find us one for our house. Few days
later, Gargamish showed up.”
“Gargamish?”
“Yeah, that’s his name.”
After a pensive pause, Jack continued.
“I assume when you’re older, and can handle how Gargamish

looks without getting too scared, you’ll meet him. In the meantime, just know that he loves kids and doesn’t want anything bad
to happen to them. So he’s going to make sure any bad monster
in our house stays away and leaves you alone.”
Later that night, after the boys were put to bed and Jack and
Kelly were settling into theirs, Tyler popped into their room.
“Dad?”
“What is it, son?”
“What was the name of your Guardian Monster?”
“What? Oh, um, Prorfrock.”
“Oh. OK. Good night, Dad. Good night, Mom.”
“What was that about?” Kelly asked once Tyler left the room.
So Jack told her.
“Prorfrock?” she jeered bemusingly. “That’s the Chevy dealership where we bought our Tahoe.”
“Yeah, I know. I couldn’t think of anything else on the spot.”
A few moments later, Tyler was back in his parents’ bedroom.
“Dad?”
“Yes, Tyler? What is it?”
“Is there really a Guardian Monster in the basement? Is Gargamish real?”
“Of course he is. Why would I lie about that?”
“OK, Dad.”
It should, by all reasonable standards of probability, have come
crashing down on May 4, 2008.
It started innocently enough.
The seed planted seven years earlier, almost a throw-away line,
really.
Kyle, four years old. Desperately trying to understand images
of crumbling buildings and people falling from the sky.
And Jack just as desperately trying to radiate Safety and Security.
And then they saw the man at the mall, the superfluous Gold’s
Gym T-shirt announcing what was obvious from a glance.
And Kyle’s comment (pointing): “That guy must be strong!”
Kelly’s reply: “You know, your father is really strong.”
“Really?”
“He sure is.”
“Is that true, Daddy?”
“Yup”
And then the fateful flippant additive: “I can lift a car.”
And as the years rolled by, among all the tall-tales and bad dad
jokes, the car comment had legs. Both kids were fascinated by
the idea that their father could lift a car. Could actually pick one
up!
Of course they were skeptical, in the way all children are, but
Jack had been adroitly deflecting their questions for years.
Kyle’s were aimed at defining the limits of the claim: “Can you
pick up that Cadillac?”
“No,” Jack would answer. “I could push it out of the way, I
guess, if I needed to, but I couldn’t lift that one.”
“What about that one?” Kyle would ask, pointing to an SUV.
“No. Same deal. I could push it out of the way. Certainly could lift one end and pivot it, but as far as actual lifting, I’m limited to your standard mid-sized sedan or smaller.”
Tyler’s questions were about performance.
“Can you lift a car at my birthday party?”
“Well, it’s not like I’m some trained dolphin, Tyler. I can’t just
perform on demand. It takes a great deal of stretching out and
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getting prepared. Then your Mom would have to get everything
ready for the party by herself, and that wouldn’t be very fair to
her.”
“Can you go lift our car later today then? I want to see you do
it.”
“I could, but it’s not exactly easy to lift a car. It takes a lot out of
you. And I was hoping we could go throw the football around at
the park later today. If I lift the car, I’d be far too tired to do that.
I’ll do it some other day.”
And because they were filled with wonder, in the way all children are, it worked. He had been able to deflect the doubts. Kyle
was still unsure, but was unable to totally dismiss the claim as
bullshit.
And Tyler? Tyler remained convinced his father could lift a car.
Until May 4, 2008.
On May 4, Tyler came home from school near tears.
“I told Martin that you could lift a car and he said no one could
do that.”
“Well, Martin doesn’t know what he’s talking about, does he?”
“But then I asked Mr. Schroder. He said that you were just pulling my leg. That a person can’t lift a car. It’s impossible.”
Jack fought down the panic coursing through him, offered up
a silent “fuck you” to Mr. Schroder, put on a grave face, and sat
Tyler on his knee.
“I need you to do me a favor, son.”
“What, Dad?”
“I need you to not tell people I can pick up a car. Before you
were born, your Mom and I weren’t exactly careful with that information, and people would constantly be calling me, asking
me to move their cars. Every time someone got stuck in mud or
snow, or got pinned in a parking lot or on the side of the street,
they’d want me to come get them out. It got to the point where
I was picking up 25-30 cars a day. Your mom and I realized that
if I didn’t hide my abilities, we’d have time for nothing else. I’d
have no time to do my job, or start a family. So we agreed we’d
keep my ability on the down low.”
Tyler thought for a moment, then replied, “But couldn’t you
charge people money to lift their cars? Then you wouldn’t have
to worry about your job. That’d be your job.”
“That would be taking advantage of people’s misfortune, son.
That’d be wrong. Plus, remember what I told you. It takes a lot
out of me physically. Lifting a car. Imagine how much it would
take out of me to lift a few dozen a day, every day. At my age.”
Jack looked up and away, as if pondering a weighty issue before reaching a conclusion.
“No, Tyler. I think I need this to be our little secret. Can you do
that for me, please?”
“OK, Dad.”
Jack tousled Tyler’s hair. “Thanks, son.”
Just before he left the room, a vestige of doubt returned.
“Dad?”
“Yes, Tyler?”
“Can you really lift a car?”
“I sure can. Why would I lie about that?”
“OK, Dad.”
It all would have come crashing down on June 20, 2009.
One day the year before, Jack woke up and Kyle had fully
transitioned, exchanging the belief of the child for the naïve
worldliness of the pre-teen. Jack had long assumed he would be
sad when this day came, but when it did, he was surprised to find
only a wistful resignation, an acceptance that this was how it was
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supposed to be.
But now Tyler was showing the signs. He had to be reminded
to write a list for Santa this past Christmas. In March, Jack and
Kelly had to put together the leprechaun trap by themselves. He
rolled his eyes at any mention of the Guardian Monster. And a few
weeks ago, he came home from school furious with his father. He
got sucked into the time-old traditional “My dad can beat up your
dad” smack-off, and in the heat of the moment mentioned that
his dad could lift a car. The ridicule was humiliating. He did not
speak to Jack for three days.
Jack found he was unable to handle Tyler’s exchange of worlds
with the grace and acceptance with which he greeted Kyle’s. He
felt powerless, sad, and tired.
And then, June 20.
Kyle burst into the study.
“Dad, you need to come now!”
“What? Come where?”
“NOW, Dad! It’s Tyler!”
This is what Jack heard:
Even before he left his garage, the howl reached him.
Instinctively, he knew it was Tyler.
And with a surreal calmness, he could analyze its content. Pain,
yes. Most definitely pain. But also a great deal of fear. Whatever
Tyler was faced with was something so far beyond his experience
that it had no place in his world. And so there was fear of the
thing itself, and fear of a world where such things were possible.
This is what had happened:
Both boys were playing street hockey with a group of neighborhood children when the orange plastic puck careened off one
of the goals and deflected into the Sampsons’ garage.
When Tyler and Dominic Sampson went into the garage to find
it, they discovered the puck underneath the ’72 Nova that Carl
Sampson had been tinkering with for going on two years now. It
never occurred to the boys to grab any one of the handled tools
hanging on the wall and sweep the puck out from under the car.
Instead, Dominic suggested that since Tyler was the smaller of
the two, he should crawl under the car to get it.
No one would ever be able to explain why Dominic pulled the
jack handle out. The best answer Jack would offer in the years to
follow was that Dominic had a penchant for destructive exploration typical of most future delinquents. He would then usually
add the story about when he caught Dominic throwing rocks in
their pool the summer before.
For his part, Dominic never explained why he did this. Not in
the years that followed, because he would tell people he didn’t
want to discuss it, and not on that day, because after the car came
crashing down on Tyler, he panicked and ran up to his room,
regrettably and inexplicably carrying the jack handle with him.
This is what Jack saw:
The Nova tilted awkwardly; the horizon of a shifted world.
Where the wheel rim met the concrete floor, the hint of pant
leg, the size 6.5 Avengers sneaker, its LED sole flickering on and
off, and what was once the pristine, unblemished right leg of his
youngest son.
Dropping to his stomach, Jack peered under the car, and saw
the world Tyler saw.
It demanded his submission too, and Jack was near-overwhelmed, ready to add his howl to the symphony.
Only he didn’t. And he wasn’t.
Because above all else, it is built out of our love, and it is built

out of our fear.
Instead of the howl, a steady, firm voice, betraying a confidence he somehow did not need to fake:
“Tyler. I’m going to get you out there. Just hold on.”
Jack then stood up and weighed the options:
Call 9-1-1. Obviously. And he dispatched one of the neighborhood kids—he thought it was the Mendelson boy but he would
never be sure of that—to do this. But he couldn’t wait for help
from that direction.
He could have gone back to his garage and found his jack handle, but he didn’t think of that. Even if he had, Jack would have
rejected the idea. It would take too long. He didn’t have too long.
And it would mean he’d have to leave Tyler.
There was only one other option, and Jack had no understanding of where that idea came from. All he knew is that it arrived,
and once it did, he saw with a clarity he had never experienced
before and never would again that it was the only and right path.
He untucked his shirt and purposefully strode to the Nova’s
back bumper. Hands wiped on Wrangler’s. Knees bent. And
lifted.
Still standing next to him, Kyle watched his father, horrified
by the madness.
“Dad, you can’t.”
The bumper came off in Jack’s hands, the momentum staggering him out onto the driveway.
He tossed the bumper to the lawn and turned to Kyle:
“You stay back. Don’t need you getting hurt too.”
Hands wiped again. Knees bent. And he pulled up. With a
strain that was more than his strain, that became the strain of all
fathers the world over, he pulled up.
Muscles in his legs and arms first pulled, then tore.
And still he pulled up. And still Tyler howled.
Discs bulged, then herniated.
And still he pulled up. And still Tyler howled.
Blood vessels popped. Lights danced before his eyes. Then the
weightlessness came. There was a profound silence. Jack was
a detached presence. He was aware of the scene, but no longer
processing it.
Something gave. There was a great release. And then bliss. A
staggeringly wonderful bliss.
It was Kyle’s shouting that brought him back.
“Holy fuck!”
Jack looked around.
The Nova’s back end was chest high. Jack, the car, and the
garage floor making a most improbable right triangle.
Like cries to a resurfacing swimmer, Tyler’s shrieks filled his
ears again.
Through gritted teeth Jack ordered Kyle: “Get him out from
there.”
And then all was black.
Jack never had to worry about it all crashing down ever again.
A world redeemed is a world made forever.
And sometimes Jack would note with a wry smile that Kyle
had been brought back into the fold, the new skeptic skeptical of
his skepticism.
And so they marveled, and they wondered, and they believed.
Twenty-five years later, it still has not come crashing down.
“Tyler, I’m going to take the kids back to the car,” Sara whispers over my shoulder. “You take as long you want.”
She understands I like to have a few moments alone. This time,

however, I decide to keep Little Jack with me.
As I run my fingers through the lush grass, tousling the Earth’s
hair, I watch him trace the letters etched into the stone.
He’s seven now, and it’s time he knew.
So as we walk back to the car, I tell him:
“Did you know Grandpa was so strong, he could lift a car.”
“No he couldn’t.”
“Yeah, he really could. It was the most amazing thing ever.”
Little Jack looks up at me, torn between knowing what’s possible and wanting to believe the impossible.
“Really? You’re telling the truth?”
“Why would I lie about that?”
Paul Juhasz’s serialized “Fulfillment: Diary of an Amazon Picker” will
continue in the May issue of Voices de la Luna. - ed.

Christmas Angel
James R. Adair

He shall blossom like the lily…
his beauty shall be like the olive tree.
			
—Hos 14:5-6
You descended into our lives like a dove,
and you fluttered out like a beautiful butterfly.
You left no footprints, hardly any sign of your presence
on this mad, ever-turning earth.
Yet we will never forget you,
nor this first parting that there was among us,
for though you were here for just a moment,
you impacted all you touched.
Maybe some souls are too pure to tarry long in this world,
maybe some hearts have too much love.
Maybe the joy you brought to our lives
was sufficient for a thousand lifetimes.
Or maybe one brief life was enough
to show us what love really is.
Now that you’re a heavenly cherub,
intent on exploring the vastness of the universe,
perhaps you’ll take a moment now and again to remember us,
but no matter—we’ll always remember you.
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Art/Culture
Gemini Ink Autograph Series:
Up Close & Personal with Margaret Atwood
March 8, 2018

McNay Art Museum
www.mcnayart.org

Haiti’s Revolution in Art:
Jacob Lawrence’s Toussaint L’Ouverture Series
February 8 – May 6, 2018
As a young student of American history, Jacob Lawrence was
frustrated with the lack of narratives addressing the African
American experience, as well as the absence of black heroes from
history books. He later discovered that there were indeed black
heroes to admire and emulate, including Harriet Tubman. He was
most fascinated, however, with the leader of the 18th-century
Haitian Revolution, Toussaint L’Ouverture (1743–1803). In 1938
he painted his first image of the narrative but soon realized that
this great and complex story needed to be a series. Eventually,
Lawrence would create 41 panels about Toussaint L’Ouverture
and the struggle for Haitian self-governance. A gifted printmaker,
he decided to create a portfolio of 15 screenprints based on the
panels.
Echoing Thomas Jefferson’s words that “all men are created
equal,” Toussaint L’Ouverture said, “I was born a slave, but
nature gave me the soul of a free man.” This sentiment informed
his leadership of the Haitian Revolution and created what was
the first free colonial state in which race was not a factor in
determining social status.
The fifteen screenprints comprising the portfolio are generously
lent by Harriet and Harmon Kelley.

Jacob Lawrence, Flotilla from Toussaint L’Ouverture, 1996.
Silkscreen. The Harmon and Harriet Kelley Foundation
for the Arts. © 2017 Jacob Lawrence / Artist Rights Society
(ARS), New York.
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Margaret Atwood is Canada’s most
renowned author and has more than
fifty books of fiction, poetry, and
critical essays. She is the author of The
Handmaid’s Tale, which has inspired
two movies and a recent award-winning
TV series on Hulu, as well as Alias
Grace, recently turned into a hit series
on Netflix. Her latest book of short
stories is Stone Mattress: Nine Tales (2014) and her most recent
novel, The Heart Goes Last, was published in 2015. Other recent
works include the MaddAddam trilogy,
including Oryx and Crake (2003), The
Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam
(2013). The Door is her latest volume of
poetry (2007). Her most recent non-fiction
books are Payback: Debt and the Shadow
Side of Wealth (2008) and In Other Worlds:
SF and the Human Imagination (2011). Her
novels also include The Blind Assassin,
winner of the Booker Prize, The Robber
Bride, Cat’s Eye, and The Penelopiad.
In 2016, Hag-Seed, a novel revisitation of Shakespeare’s play
The Tempest, and Angel Catbird, a graphic novel co-created
with Johnnie Christmas (Dark Horse) and featuring a cat-bird
superhero. Margaret Atwood lives in Toronto with writer Graeme
Gibson.

Five Points Transfer Area Public Art
Diana Kersey

Artist Spotlight: Edith Ann Cantu
Andrea Kraus-Lozano

Our spotlight artist for this issue is Edith Ann Cantu, a pastel
artist who lives and works in San Antonio, Texas. Cantu was
born in the Philippines and moved
to San Antonio when she was 3
years old. She has loved drawing
since childhood. Cantu attended St.
Francis Academy and cites her art
teacher, Sister Jo Goolish, as one
of the single most influential people
in her life. Sister Goolish not only
taught Cantu the basics of art but
focused on her strengths as an artist.
Goolish showed her that art could
more than just a hobby, it could also be a career. Cantu started her
art career at a small residential gallery called Armonic Art and has
since participated in multiple art events throughout San Antonio,
including Una Noche en La Gloria, Fiesta Rock Explosion, City
Church Art Fest, MoMoFest, Freetail Brewery Art Collective,
and Beyond the Canvas Official
First Saturdays, among others.
She has shown her work at
multiple venues including High
Wire Arts, White Star Gallery,
Blue Star Arts Complex, and
Black Note Galleria. Cantu
lives in San Antonio with her
husband Robert, daughter
Emily, and son Aidan, in
addition to their two dogs and
two cats. To view her work,
please visit www.facebook.com/
PastelArtByEdith.
I had the pleasure of
interviewing Cantu, and below
are her responses to some of my
Little Blessings
questions.
What inspires you to make art?
I am inspired by nature, the love I have for my children and husband, and music. When I see something I find beautiful, whether
it is a flower, insect, person, or animal, I have to recreate it the
way I see it. And whatever music I am listening to or how I am
feeling is what brings the light or the darkness into whatever
piece I am working on.
I’ve noticed that your
work reflects a variety
of subjects. What is
your preferred subject
to paint and why?
Elephants
are
my
favorite subjects to
paint. Ever since I was a
little girl, I have always
felt spiritually close
to elephants. I have
always felt a deep love
Little Visitor

for them and have always felt that I could relate. They are just the
most beautiful creatures. I also love to paint moths and butterflies
because of their meaning and infinite beauty. I am always trying
to recapture the breath they
steal from me with their beauty.
I love to paint flowers because
I also love to garden, so it feels
like gardening but in a different
kind of way. My favorite flower
to paint is the rose, because
it is my husband’s favorite
flower, and what makes him
smile, makes me smile. And I
am always drawn to painting
skulls. Something about the
mortality and what people leave
behind once they are gone is
something I strive to recapture.
And I also favor the Día de
los Muertos subject. I find the
Purple Rose Sugar Skull
Mexican culture so beautiful. I
believe in celebrating the life and death of the people we loved
and lost… and never letting go.
What do you enjoy about working in pastel? What do you
find challenging?
I absolutely LOVE chalk pastel. I feel like it is the perfect
combination of painting and drawing. I paint with my bare hands.
I love the way the chalk feels despite how messy it is. I love the
intensity and the vibrancy that I can achieve with chalk pastels.
There are a few things
I find challenging
about working with
chalk pastels, though.
I find it hard to do
smaller pieces because
I paint with my bare
hands, and my fingers
are sometimes too big
to blend out smaller
nooks in the pieces.
I also find it hard to
maintain the integrity
(I think that’s the right
word) of the piece
once it is finished
because since it is
chalk, most fixative
sprays darken
the piece. The
work loses its
Seeking the Divine
vibrancy and
details can be lost. It is also hard to display work that is
not framed because there is only one way I have known
to display unframed work, and that is to put the piece in
a crystal-clear plastic sleeve, but if it is too humid or hot,
it causes condensation in the sleeve, potentially ruining
the piece. It is also hard to frame a piece because pieces
of the chalk pastel can flake off and stain the mat framing
the painting.
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Reviews
Printer’s Error: Irreverent Stories from
Book History
by J. P. Romney and Rebecca Romney
Reviewed by James R. Adair

Although Johannes Gutenberg is
credited today as the inventor of the
printing press (technically, he was the
first European to print using movable
type), his accomplishment was largely
unknown for several centuries. The
works of Charles Dickens were pirated by American publishers who
argued that it was their right to print
his works without restriction for an
American audience. The reputation of
one of the first modern feminist writers, Mary Wollstonecraft, was ruined
by her husband’s memoir of his late
wife, a book whose intent was to honor her memory. These are
just a few of the stories surrounding the printed book, its authors,
and its printers.
Rebecca Romney, the antique book specialist who appears on
the History Channel show Pawn Stars, teams up with historian
J. P. Romney to write a breezy, entertaining, and informative
work that will keep the reader’s interest from beginning to end.
The authors recount incidents from the lives of well-known literary figures (Mark Twain, William Blake, Benjamin Franklin,
Thomas More), lesser known people (Gerard Mercator, William
Jaggard, Thomas Cobden-Sanderson, Eddie Bernays), and many
others involved with the world of printed books both directly and
indirectly.
One chapter follows the life and career of Benjamin Franklin, who began as an apprentice at a printing shop, indentured to
his brother James, who treated him more like a servant than an
intern, much less a family member. Learning the trade quickly,
young Ben endured backbreaking work, but he longed to apply
his considerable intellect in more direct ways, so he surreptitiously began to write a series of letters to his brother’s newspaper in the name of Silence Dogood, many of which were printed
before his brother discovered Ben’s subterfuge. James’s wrath
led Ben to flee Boston, and after stints working for other printers
in London and Philadelphia, Ben set up his own shop in the latter city, eventually becoming the wealthiest and most respected
printer and newspaperman in the British colonies.
Another chapter tells the story of Thomas Cobden-Sanderson,
inventor of what has been described as the most beautiful font
ever created, the Doves font. A leading participant in the Private
Press Movement, Cobden-Sanderson dedicated himself to creating what he described as the “Book Beautiful.” After a fallingout with his business partner, Cobden-Sanderson vowed that his
Doves font would never fall into the hands of a man he considered unworthy, so he carted all the punches and matrices of his
metal type—more than one metric ton—to the River Thames and
tossed them in, one box at a time.
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Printer’s Error tells stories of authors and printers, playwrights and actors, newspapermen and mapmakers, advertisers
and thieves, and more. If you’re looking for a comprehensive
academic history of the printed book, look elsewhere. If colorful
language offends you, skip this book. But if you want to immerse
yourself in tales about fascinating people in the history of bookmaking, this is the book for you.
… continued from p. 7

and for the past four-plus years, Krav Maga at STW Krav Maga.
What future writing projects do you see on the horizon?
Currently, I am in the preliminary stages of writing a book on
the presence and use of the Vietnam War in Tim O’Brien’s body
of work. Many readers know of The Things They Carried, but
O’Brien’s 30-year corpus contains seven novels, a memoir,
and a number of short efforts, each with the Vietnam War as a
thematic element. O’Brien is an anti-war Vietnam War veteran
whose literary breadth and depth concerning the Vietnam
War is perhaps more salient artistically, philosophically, and
stylistically, than that of any other fictionalist. He is also a master
of the postmodern construct and is, therefore, worthy of study
in this regard. Conveniently, too, his papers are housed at the
Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas, so voilà, a
convergence.
In addition to books, scholarly articles, and essays, you have
written poetry. What advice would you give aspiring writers?

Here’s Some Fuckin’ Advice
Wallis Sanborn

My advice to you, aspiring writer,
is this:
fill
folder
after folder
after folder
with:
thoughts, dreams, madnesses,
fantasies, delusions, defeats …
fights, battles, wars …
symbols, -isms, -ists,
anything,
and all
angers and passions.
write, write, write,
live, live, live,
and,
if you have not already,
read all that you can.
but not for the rest of your life.
Just write.
For without a thousand
failures,
there will be no successes.

Lost Texts Recovered in the Sinai Desert

Community Outreach Efforts

Built by Christian monks at the foot of Mt. Sinai in the middle
of the sixth century, Saint Catherine’s Monastery has been a
haven for religious devotees and scholars for more than fourteen
centuries. It also houses the oldest library in continual use in
the world, a library that houses medieval codices and other
manuscripts whose number is surpassed only by the Vatican
Library. Among those manuscripts are a class of works known as
palimpsests, from a Greek word meaning “to scrape again,” that
is, to scrape the original writing off of a piece of parchment in
order to reuse it for another document.
Since 2011, the monastery has collaborated with Egypt, the
Early Manuscripts Electronic Library, and the UCLA Library
on the Sinai Palimpsests Project. Using imaging technology developed in part at the Jet Propulsion Library at Cal Tech, scholars take multiple images of every page of the palimpsest—74
manuscripts and more than 6,800 pages so far—using different
light wave frequencies and photographing the page from different angles, including back lighting. These digital images are fed
into computer programs that manipulate the data and recover the
underlying texts.
In some cases texts that were lost for centuries, including previously unknown Greek poems and a recipe attributed to the
Greek physician Hippocrates, have been recovered. In other cases Christian texts written in languages that had been lost almost
entirely to scholarship, such as Caucasian Albanian and Christian
Palestinian Aramaic, have been recovered. For more on this project, go to emel-library.org/projects-2/.

In the past quarter, volunteers from Voices de la Luna have led
community outreach efforts at seven different locations, involving seven volunteers and 543 members of the community.

Submission Guidelines
Voices de la Luna is a quarterly publication dedicated to the artistic expression of a wide range of perspectives and topics. In the service of
that goal, we welcome diverse, well-written submissions from every
quarter. To submit material for publication in Voices de la Luna, go to
voicesdelaluna.submittable.com.
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San Antonio Small Presses
Wings Press

www.wingspress.com
Wings Press was founded in 1975.
Bryce Milligan, its publisher, editor,
and designer since 1995, strives to
produce multicultural books, ebooks,
fine chapbooks and broadsides that
enlighten the human spirit and enliven
the mind. All those ever associated
with Wings have been or are writers,
and they recognize writing as a transformational form capable
of changing the world, primarily by allowing people to glimpse
something of each other’s souls. Good writing is innovative, insightful, broadminded, and interesting. But most of all it is honest. Likewise, Wings Press is committed to treating the planet
itself as a partner. Thus the press uses as much recycled material
as possible, from the paper on which the books are printed to the
boxes in which they are shipped. All inks are soy and vegetablebased.

West: Poems of a Place (2017)
Jim LaVilla-Havelin

West: Poems of a Place revels in the life
changes that happen when an urban poet
moves to the country. Daily rhythms change,
observational skills change, poetry changes.
Jim and Lucia left New York to work in
San Antonio, Texas, decades ago. Then in
2005 they moved to the small town of Lytle,
Texas, to live a truly rural life. Dedicated
to the fine Texas poet, Robert Burlingame, West focuses on the
dayliness of the natural world and the wonder of it to new eyes.
It is a celebration in keeping with Burlingame’s voice and vision.
LaVilla-Havelin’s poems skip and leap across the page in a
sophisticated and subtly humorous dance.

Literary San Antonio (2018)
Bryce Milligan, ed.

Literary San Antonio is a collection of writing
about San Antonio, by San Antonio poets,
fiction writers, playwrights, journalists,
historians, political writers, and 18th and
19th century travelers. It covers three
centuries of writing done in this place, and
includes work by Zebulon Pike, Frederick
Law Olmsted, Madam Candelaria, Antonio
Menchaca, Santiago Tafolla, Sidney Lanier,
O. Henry, Emma Tenayuca, Josephina
Niggli, Jan Jarboe Russell, Angela De Hoyos,
Carmen Tafolla, Evangelina Vigil, Rosemary
Catacalos, Naomi Shihab Nye, Wendy Barker, Robert Bonazzi,
Frank Jennings, Maury Maverick, Sr., Carol Coffee Reposa, Jenny
Browne, Laurie Ann Guerrero, Amalia Ortiz, Deborah Parédez,
Jesse Cardona, Celeste Guzmán Mendoza, Mariana Aitches, Jim
LaVilla-Havelin, Steven G. Kellman, Sterling Houston, Cary
Clack, Ricardo Sánchez, Jay Brandon, Stephen Harrigan, Geoff
Rips, Nan Cuba, Rick Riordan, and Sandra Cisneros, with a
historical introduction by Bryce Milligan.
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Aztlan Libre Press is dedicated to the promotion, publication, and
free expression of Chicana/o literature and art. The independent
press, based in San Antonio, Texas, was started in 2009 by Juan
Tejeda and Anisa Onofre.

Las Nalgas de JLo/JLo’s Booty: The Best & Most
Notorious Calumnas & Other Writings by the First
Chicana Columnist in Texas 1995-2005 (2017)
Bárbara Renaud González

Blurring the borders between literature,
journalism, essay, history, memoir, and short
story, Las Nalgas de JLo is a non-fiction
collection of columns, articles, reviews, and
poems, most written by Renaud González
between 1995 and 2005, when she was an
independent columnist for the San Antonio
Express-News. Divided into eight chapters
with such provocative headings as “They
Say I’m No Lady,” “No Te Dejes/My Line
in the Sand,” “Pray For Us Women,” “Forget
the War, So We Can Remember It,” and “Las
Nalgas de JLo/JLo’s Booty,” each chapter
begins with a previously unpublished poem. While most of the
61 columns and articles included in this book were published in
the San Antonio Express-News, many were published in other
national newspapers and magazines, and some were unpublished
because of their content. A “Disclaimer” as an introduction,
an “A-diosa-tion,” and an Afterword as a Despedida are also
included in this collection.

A Crown for Gumecindo (2015)
Laurie Ann Guerrero

Dedicated and addressed to the
poet’s grandfather, A Crown for
Gumecindo is a heroic sonnet cycle
that chronicles Guerrero’s first year
of grieving after the loss of the
family patriarch. Through fifteen
linked sonnets, journal entries, and
meditations, she examines the lessons
she has inherited, both intentionally
and unintentionally, through a careful
dissection of this multigenerational,
multilingual, and multifaceted relationship. Also exploring the
role of the writer, Guerrero draws upon various histories—
personal, social, literary—in order to expose the uncertainties
encountered in a time of mourning. Artist and poet Maceo
Montoya also considers history, contributing fifteen paintings
inspired by Guerrero’s sonnets, visuals that offer readers a
layered experience of the tender and often shocking revelations
of bereavement.
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Brief Bios of Selected Contributors
Vincent Cooper

James R. Adair

Vincent Cooper is a Xicano poet living on the Westside of San Antonio. His poetry has been published widely in zines and journals such as
Huizache, AMP, and Public Pool. His forthcoming manuscript tentatively titled The Other Side of Semper Fi, consists of poetry of Cooper’s
tulmutuous stint in the United States Marine Corps. Cooper is married
to poet Viktoria Valenzuela.

Viktoria Valenzuela
Viktoria Valenzuela is a writer, educator, and community organizer
affiliated with 100 Thousand Poets for Change San Antonio, Women Who
Submit, and Gemini Ink’s Writers in Communities. She has been published
in Mutha Magazine, AMP, and the Women’s Issue of Southwestern
American Literature. Valenzuela is a member of the Macondo Writers
Workshop and was a Ronald McNair Scholar at SUNY Oswego, where
she earned her BA in creative writing. She and poet Vincent Cooper have
six children and live on the Westside of San Antonio.

Liz Vera
Liz Vera is a bilingual actress, artist, and poet who has appeared in films,
TV series, commercials, print ads, and theater. She made her theatrical
debut at the Guadalupe Theater in the play Chato’s Bridge. Liz has
poems published by Jazz Poets of San Antonio. Formerly Artistic Intern
at The Magick Performing Arts Center and currently an SAISD Artist in
Residence at The Magik Performing Arts Center, Vera is a member of
Voces Cósmicas.

Del and DaisyMae
Rebecca Lilly Segura
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Living Life Backwards
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In Yann Martel’s novel The High Mountains of Portugal, a
character named Tomás goes through life walking backwards,
glancing over his shoulder occasionally to get his bearings, but
most of the time with his eyes firmly fixed on what lies behind.
An entire class of words in English mirrors the life of Tomás:
words that look backwards instead of forwards. These words
are called backronyms. Everyone knows what an acronym is: a
word formed by combining the first letters of a phrase to create
something new; for example, laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) or scuba (self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus).
A backronym is the opposite. Instead of starting with a phrase
and generating a new word like an acronym, a backronym starts
with the desired word and creates a phrase to match. A good example of a backronym is the USA PATRIOT Act, which supposedly means Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (e.g., by listening in on citizens’ phone calls and breaking
into their apartments while they’re out). Another example is the
COVFEFE Act, Communications over Various Feeds Electronically for Engagement, recently introduced by Rep. Mike Quigley. Of course, not all backronyms involve politics. For example,
NASA’s Combined Operational Load-Bearing External Resistance Treadmill is a backronym named in honor of comedian
Stephen Colbert, and the name of the BASIC computer language
was chosen before the phrase that describes it: Beginner’s AllPurpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
Some purported backronyms are actually false backronyms,
words that some claim are based on a particular phrase but really
aren’t: SOS (Save our Ship; it’s really just an easily recognizable
string of sounds in Morse Code), SPAM (Something Posing as
Meat; it’s really a portmanteau for spiced ham), wiki (What I
Know Is; it really comes from a Hawaiian word meaning quick).
One of the oldest and best-known of these false backronyms
is Ford, which is said to mean either First on Race Day or Fix
Once, Repair Daily, depending on whom you ask.
Some have described today’s world as akin to Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland or Through the Looking Glass, and there
are certain similarities, such as the multitude of those who hold
a worldview similar to that of the Mad Hatter, or the promulgation of nonsensical gibberish as in the poem “Jabberwocky,” but
I think we’re closer to the world of Martel’s Tomás, who feels
the need to walk backwards, specifically in order to object to
the world around him. If you don’t feel safe walking backwards,
perhaps backronyms can provide respite from the insanity and
inanity of the times. The next time you hear the president refer to
inhabitants of shithole countries, remember that he really means
so happy I truly honor obviously likeable, exceptional countries.

